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Pat’s Coronation and Gearing up for  
HL7’s 30th Annual Plenary Meeting 

Survey says….

During the week of our recent Montreal Working Group Meeting 
(WGM), HL7’s online “member pulse” question asked members 
to identify their favorite member benefit among six options. I was 
not surprised to learn that the number one favorite benefit was 
participating in a community of like-minded individuals. In fact, 
members ranked this higher than all of the other benefits combined. 
As many of you have heard me say from the podium, HL7’s community 
of brilliant, hardworking and dedicated volunteers is HL7’s most 
valuable asset. It is heartwarming to learn that you, the members 
of our community, also value those that you collaborate with 
throughout the meetings, the years and decades. On behalf of the 
HL7 staff and those who served on the HL7 Board over the last 30 
years, we extend sincere thanks for your role in our HL7 family. 

30th Annual Plenary Meeting in Baltimore

We are looking forward to producing weeklong activities that will 
be informative, productive, educational and fun. The meeting will 
run September 17-23, 2016 and will be held at the Hyatt Regency 
Inner Harbor in Baltimore, Maryland. The FHIR connectathon 
and TSC meetings begin on Saturday, September 17th. 

The theme for the 30th Plenary meeting is securely accessing and 
using the right health data when and where it is needed. If this 
theme looks familiar, it may be because it comes from HL7’s vision 
statement. Keynote presentations will be given by industry leaders 
such as Mark McClellan, MD, PhD, from Duke University and former 
Administrator at CMS; Betsy Humphreys, Deputy Director at the 
National Library of Medicine; Robert Califf, MD, Commissioner 
at the US Food and Drug Association; Jonathan Perlin, MD, PhD, 
President, Clinical Services and Chief Medical Officer at Hospital 
Corporation of America. The plenary will also include an HL7 
blast from the past panel that promises to be entertaining. 

Montreal WGM 

We were pleased that 428 attendees 
participated in our May WGM 
held in Montreal, Quebec, Canada 
from May 8-13, 2016. Fifty HL7 
work groups convened meetings 
in Montreal and 17 conducted 
co-chair elections. Attendees also 
took advantage of a FHIR connectathon 
and 30 tutorials during that week. 
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Coronation of “Princess” Pat

During our networking reception in Montreal, we had fun with 
our Board Chair, Pat Van Dyke, who is a registered nurse and 
works in an emergency room. Pat recently told me that some of 
her coworkers gave her a hard time when she would occasionally 
take a short four hour shift, known as “princess shifts”. I saw an 
opportunity that I could not pass up and bought a tiara. I was not 
sure how or when I would present the tiara to Pat, until Philip 
Scott suggested that we do so during the networking reception. 
Philip also suggested that we ask Ken McCaslin to serve as HL7’s 
Archbishop of Canterbury and perform the coronation. On my way to the stage, I saw a red trench coat on 
an attendee’s arm which I quickly borrowed and placed on Pat’s shoulder just as Ken finished his eloquent 
comments and crowned Pat HL7’s Princess. On cue, a chorus of God Save the Queen filled the ballroom. 

A special thank you to Pat for being such a good sport, and for the invaluable roles played by Philip, Ken and the 
person who lent me her red trench coat that served well as Pat’s coronation robe. As you see in the photo above, 
Pat was a wonderful sport about this and laughed as hard as the 400 witnesses. This moment illustrates the fun 
side of our HL7 family. 

Meeting Sponsors

I am pleased to recognize the following organizations that 
once again sponsored key components of our May Working 
Group Meeting in Montreal. The additional sponsorship 
support provided by the organizations listed below contributed 
significantly to HL7’s meeting budget and is much appreciated. 
• AEGIS
• GEVITY
• Hi3
• Intelligent Medical 

Objects (IMO)

• iNTERFACEWARE
• PenRad Applicadia
• QVERA Interface Engine

Benefactors and Gold Members

We are pleased to recognize HL7’s 2016 benefactors and gold members who are listed on page 39. Their support of 
HL7 is very much needed and sincerely appreciated. We are pleased to recognize our benefactors in all of our HL7 
newsletters, on the HL7 website, in all of our HL7 press releases, and at all of our HL7 working group meetings. We 
also look forward to presenting plaques of appreciation to them during our upcoming 30th Plenary Meeting week. 

Organizational Member Firms

As listed on pages 40-43, HL7 is proud to recognize the organizations who are HL7 organizational member 
companies. We sincerely appreciate their ongoing support of HL7 via their organizational membership dues. 

In Closing

As I write this column we are approaching the longest day of the year (June Solstice) in the northern 
hemisphere. So, the rest of the days this year will become shorter (less sunlight) with each day. To some, 
the image of the days getting shorter may also represent life, as many of us may be in the second half of our 
lives. Fortunately, I am reminded that while my days are becoming shorter, I am blessed with many friends 
in the southern hemisphere (e.g., Marivan, Diego, Fercam, Patricia, Vince and David to name a few), whose 
days will now become longer and will enjoy more sunshine each day. I choose to remind myself that my 
glass is half full (not half empty), and that longer days may be available by simply booking a flight.  

Best wishes to you and your loved ones for good health and plenty of sunshine.

HL7 Chair Pat Van Dyke with May Working Group 
Meeting sponsors
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HL7 Making Progress on ONC Grant Projects

News from the HL7 Project Management Office

The Office of the National Coordinator for Health IT (ONC) has 
awarded Health Level Seven International two grant funded 
cooperative agreement projects: Enhancing Consolidated CDA® 
Implementation and Standards Development Organization 
Collaboration to Enhance Standards Alignment, Testing, and Measurement.

By Dave Hamill, 
Director, HL7 Project 
Management Office

Last year, The Office of the National Coordinator 
for Health IT (ONC) awarded HL7 a grant to 
enhance and improve Consolidated Clinical 
Document Architecture (C-CDA) implementation. 

The First RFPs

The first Request for Proposal (RFP) for discovery 
of C-CDA content inconsistencies via surveys and 
in-person Implementation-a-thons (IAT) has been 
completed. Duteau Design issued two surveys and 
conducted two IATs (Orlando and Chicago); analyzed 
and documented the results of each; produced a final 
report that prioritized and recommended the necessary 
resources to implement consistent C-CDA results; and 
reviewed that report with the Structured Documents 
Work Group. The IATs were so well received that the 
ONC and HL7 agreed to utilize some of the grant funds to 
have Duteau Design conduct a third IAT in Washington, 
DC, just prior to HL7’s 30th Annual HL7 Plenary and 
Working Group Meeting in Baltimore, Maryland.

The next RFP, awarded to Duteau Design and 
Life Over Time Solutions, was for the creation 
of an updated C-CDA Companion Guide. This 
project’s goal is to produce a new C-CDA 
Companion Guide to support C-CDA R2.1. The 
purpose of the new Companion Guide is to:

• Supplement the C-CDA R2.1 Implementation 
Guide to provide additional context 
to assist implementers and connect 
them to tools and resources

• Map the common clinical data set (CCDS) 
to the appropriate C-CDA locations

• Provide technical guidance for representing 
the 2015 Ed. CEHRT data requirements 
using the C-CDA Implementation Guide

• Include clinically-valid examples of 
C-CDA components necessary to meet 
2015 Ed. CEHRT requirements

• Recommend an approach to implementations 
using the C-CDA Implementation 
Guide to meet the needs of clinicians 
and achieve ONC Certification

ONC Grant Project: Enhancing C-CDA Implementation

The ONC grant to enhance and improve C-CDA 
implementation covered seven components:

1
Discovery of C-CDA content 
inconsistencies via surveys and in-person 
Implementation-a-thons

2
Extension and/or modification of template 
samples to address inconsistencies identified 
by item 1 above

3
Creation of an updated C-CDA Release 2.1 
(R2) Companion Guide informed by items 1 
and 2 above

4 Updates to the HL7 Help Desk section 
specific to C-CDA to address items 1-3 above

5 A C-CDA rendering prize challenge

6 A C-CDA scoring methodology

7 Enhance/Upgrade the platform where 
C-CDA sample templates reside

8 National Institute for Health and Welfare
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The following deliverables have been completed:

• Created a Common Clinical Data Set 
(CCDS) requirements mapping spreadsheet 
from the 2015 certification rule to the 
appropriate C-CDA location

• Created a Meaningful Use (MU) mapping for 
additional data specified for: CCD, Discharge 
Summary, Referral Note, and Care Plan

• Created a draft version of the C-CDA R2.1 
Companion Guide which is currently available 
to the public through the HL7 Wiki. A 
webinar was conducted to advise the industry 
of its availability and review its content

• The C-CDA R2.1 Companion Guide was 
balloted in the September 2016 ballot cycle; 
reconciliation will occur for the coming 
weeks and then it will be published

HL7 Wiki pages have been created to 
store documents and deliverables for 
the above components of the grant 
project.  The pages are accessible a 
couple of ways — via the Structured 
Documents Work Group wiki page 
or under the projects listed on the 
HL7 Wiki main page.  The URL is:

http://wiki.hl7.org/index.
php?title=C-CDA:_Enhancing_
Implementation_(ONC_Grant_Project)

The C-CDA Rendering Tool Challenge

The next component of the grant supported a 
challenge to improve C-CDA rendering tools. 
The objective of the tool is to reduce frustration 
by clinicians with the usability of C-CDA 
documents, make it easier to find relevant clinical 
information, and decrease the overabundance of 
rendered data sent to providers. The challenge to 
participants was to develop a viewer that enables 
clinicians to efficiently review clinically relevant 
patient data from C-CDA documents by:

• Presenting requested data quickly and clearly

• Providing section based view preferences

• Providing filter and sorting functions

• Being easy to use

Evaluating and judging was conducted in June 
and July. The first prize winner, Bryn Lewis, PhD, 
is featured in an article on page 21. The winners 
will be recognized at HL7’s 30th Annual Plenary & 
Working Group Meeting in Baltimore, Maryland. 
The ONC allocated $20,000 of the grant funds to 
the winning entries and the entries will be made 
freely available on the HL7 website for use. 

The C-CDA Scoring Methodology

The focus of the C-CDA scoring methodology 
component is to create a methodology, approach and 
requirements with the ultimate goal of creating a tool 
to score C-CDAs that have been created or received. 

Thanks to Calvin Beebe who extracted the rubrics that 
were used to create the SMART C-CDA Scorecard 
tool. The Structured Documents Work Group 
reviewed the data and it was ultimately provided 
to the ONC for the development of their tool.

Upcoming Project Elements

The final components of the cooperative projects are 
still in their infancy. Work on extending/modifying 
C-CDA template samples to address inconsistencies 
identified by the surveys and implementation-A-
Thons will ramp up soon. Additionally, funds have 
been allocated to enhance or upgrade the platform 
where these sample templates reside. Currently, 
they are located on the HL7 Wiki at: http://wiki.hl7.
org/index.php?title=CDA_Example_Task_Force. 

The last element of the grant project is to 
update the C-CDA FAQs and articles on the 
HL7 Help Desk. Work on this can begin as 
the other components draw to a close.

Continued on page 6

http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=C-CDA:_Enhancing_Implementation_(ONC_Grant_Project)
http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=C-CDA:_Enhancing_Implementation_(ONC_Grant_Project)
http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=C-CDA:_Enhancing_Implementation_(ONC_Grant_Project)
http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=CDA_Example_Task_Force
http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=CDA_Example_Task_Force
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ONC Grant Project: Standards Development Organization Collaboration to Enhance Standards 
Alignment, Testing, and Measurement
ONC also awarded HL7 with a modest grant to 
develop a plan to ensure that conformance testing 
is available across its portfolio of implementation 
guides. Note that the grant deliverable is a plan 
and does not include implementation of the plan. 

While the grant is modest, if implemented, it has 
the potential to drastically improve and make 
implementation easier as conformance tooling could 
be developed concurrently with our standards.

The project was scoped to include only those 
implementation guides (IG) that were developed for 
the US and/or Universal realms, which resulted in 
a catalogue of 55 IGs. While the project specifically 
does not address implementation guides developed 
for non-US or non-Universal realms, the assumption 
is that the recommended approach can be extended to 
include those implementation guides as a later time.

HL7 contracted with Gevity Consulting to identify 
the conformance tooling currently available 
for each IG in the catalog, prioritize the need 
for tooling, and provide a means of rating the 
available tools. Gevity’s research determined that 
for the 55 IGs, 24 conformance tools exist but 
19 IGs lack any associated conformance tools. 
Gevity’s report provided an assessment of the 
need to develop tooling for those 19 IGs and the 
estimated effort required for development. 

Using the above information as well as input 
from the TSC, HL7 submitted an initial report 
to the ONC in April. HL7’s proposed approach 
is to require that its implementation guides 
provide relevant conformance statements that are 

machine computable and robust enough to enable 
conformance tooling vendors to develop conformance 
tooling concurrent with the development of the 
implementation guide. HL7 feels very strongly that 
it should not develop conformance testing tools 
internally but should provide robust conformance 
statements that allow tooling experts to do so.

To achieve the desired future state, HL7 
will need to accomplish the following:

• Develop a policy that requires conformance 
statements in all implementation guides

• Develop a guidance document that defines how 
to develop robust conformance statements

• Train work groups to develop the 
conformance statements

• Recruit conformance facilitators

• Develop a plan for creating conformance 
statements for all or some subset of 
extant implementation guides for which 
there is not conformance tooling

• Develop a certification program to certify 
conformance tools and/or tooling vendors

• Develop and maintain a tooling catalog 

• Continue efforts to create examples (CDA) 
and models (CIMI) for representing data

• Identify method to collect and report 
implementation/usage metrics annually

In the months following the initial report, we 
reached out to various groups including the TSC, 
Architectural Review Board, Conformance and 
Guidance for Implementation/Testing, Infrastructure 
and Messaging, Modeling and Methodology 
Structured Documents, as well as AEGIS and 
NIST. The focus was to determine how HL7 can 
achieve the above goals as well as estimate the 
time and resources associated with the work. This 
information will be included in the final report 
to the ONC, due at the end of September. ■

Continued from page 5

HL7 Making Progress on ONC Grant Projects
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Member Spotlight on Julia Skapik, MD, MPH

Julia Skapik, MD, MPH has been 
a member of HL7 through the 
Office of the National Coordinator 
for Health Information 
Technology (ONC) since 2014. She 
is a board-certified Internist and 
Medical Officer at the ONC, where 
she has stewarded governance, 
standards, and terminology for 
electronic clinical quality measures 
(eCQMs) in the EHR Incentive 
Program since 2012. Julia led 
ONC’s role in the creation of the 
Value Set Authority Center at the 
National Library of Medicine, 
including content harmonization, 
governance, and quality assurance 
processes. She currently acts as the 
ONC lead, working with CMS, on 
the Clinical Quality Framework 
to harmonize data elements, 
models and expression language 
standards across clinical decision 
support and eCQMs. She also looks 
forward to ongoing opportunities 
with health IT stakeholders 
working toward common data 
elements; modularization 
of eCQM specifications and 
certification; a national testbed for 
health IT data; LEAN for federal 
business processes; as well as to 
improvements in federal health IT 
regulations that enable innovation 
and usability in the private sphere. 

Julia joined the ONC after an 
AAAS Science & Technology Policy 
Fellowship at the National Science 
Foundation. She was introduced 
to health IT policy during a 
Mirzayan Policy Fellowship at the 
Institute of Medicine in 2007. She 
completed her MD and MPH in 

Epidemiology and Biostatistics 
at the Johns Hopkins University. 
During her time in school, she 
heavily engaged in health policy 
as a national medical student 
leader in the American Medical 
Student Society (the subversive 
counterpart to the AMA Student 
Society). Despite a strong interest 
in health policy, health IT and 
systems administration, Julia 
completed her internal medicine 
residency at the University of 
Pittsburgh. She then quickly 
returned to policy in health IT 
innovation and research at the 
National Science Foundation, to 
which she accredits her disruptive 
innovation  mindset in health 
IT.  She currently moonlights at 
Inova Mount Vernon Hospital 
in Virginia as a hospitalist.

Julia grew up in Licking County, 
Ohio, about an hour east of 
Columbus. However, her family 

is from Pittsburgh and she is an 
avid fan of the Steelers, Penguins 
(Stanley Cup winners 2016!) and 
Pirates. Her love of sushi and 
spas was cultivated during a three 
month student exchange to Japan 
as a senior in high school. She is 
a lifelong soccer player and the 
proud owner of a karaoke listserv 
in Washington, DC (as well as an 
HL7 karaoke instigator!). Julia has 
also completed two century (100 
mile) bicycle rides in the past year 
and plans to do more (she invites 
anyone who wants to go for a ride 
at HL7 to reach out to her). Julia 
is the oldest of three girls. She 
recently got engaged to her long 
time nurse informaticist boyfriend, 
Jeff, who regularly complains to 
her about the onerous nature of 
HHS regulations. Finally, be aware 
that Julia is in the running for 
“HL7’s Most Gregarious Fed,” so 
feel free to go up to her and strike 
up a conversation any time! ■

Julia (R) with her sisters, (Jackie (L) and Allie (Center), on the top 
of the Glacier Les Diablerets in the Swiss Alps, where they rode the 

world’s highest roller coaster after the HL7 May 2016 WGM in Paris.

7
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There’s a New Birds of a Feather (BoF) at HL7!

Calling all Patients and Caregivers!

A new birds of a feather (BoF) session flew 
onto the scene at the May 2016 HL7 Working 
Group Meeting in Montreal. The group is 
seeking HL7 members interested in adding the 
voice of patients and caregivers to the flock of 
stakeholders developing standards to improve 
information interoperability in healthcare.

The group was convened by Lisa Nelson, an active 
participant in Structured Documents, Patient 
Care, Templates, and other HL7 work groups. Lisa 
co-authored the Patient Generated Document Header 
template that is now part of the HL7 Consolidated 
CDA® (C-CDA) standard. She also authored the 
recently released CDA standard for trial use (STU) 
for Personal Advance Care Plan Documents. 

Nelson is the founder of a non-profit organization 
called the Janie Appleseed Network (www.
JanieAppleseed.net ). The mission of the Janie 
Appleseed Network is to cultivate the adoption of 
consumer-controlled electronic personal health 
records through a wide range of activities including 
participation in standards development. She hopes 
this new HL7 BoF will attract other HL7 members 
passionate about adding the voice of patients 
and caregivers within the HL7 organization.

Nelson believes it is the right time to start a group 
like this at HL7. The recent vision expressed in the 

Connecting Health and Care for the Nation report 
clearly spells it out, explained Nelson at the BoF 
session. “This report is our shared nationwide 
interoperability roadmap for the path forward,” 
she said. “It tells us to ‘embrace the value of the 
individual inside and outside the health care 
system for improving both health and care’, and it 
paints a picture of ‘individuals becoming effective 
managers of their health and wellness where 
they live, work and play, using information and 
technology’,” she quoted directly from the report.

At the BoF, the flock discussed a version of the IHI 
Triple Aim graphic that Nelson modified to show 
patient-centered care at the center of the targeted 
goals for health IT (HIT) adoption. Changing the 
paradigm to a person-centered ecosystem is vital to 
improving health, given that an individual’s actions 
greatly impact health outcomes, Nelson argued.

Nelson also shared a compelling call to action for 
HIT standards and application development based 
on vision set forth in the roadmap. She stated the 
need for systems that make it possible for the 
power of each individual to be developed and 
unleashed so they can become active in managing 
their health and partnering in their healthcare, 
enabled by information and technology.

The problem, Nelson said, is that people are 
center-stage in the model of care we are aiming 
to create, but currently they have no seat at the 
table—no voice in how systems are created and 
what systems are required to do. This is what 
Nelson hopes the new HL7 BoF will change.

Birds of a Feather sessions (or BoFs) 
are informal gatherings of like-minded 
individuals who wish to discuss a certain 
topic without a pre-planned agenda. 

By Lisa Nelson, 
HL7 Member and 
Founder of the 
Janie Appleseed 
Network 

http://www.JanieAppleseed.net
http://www.JanieAppleseed.net
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“It is essential that we add 
people to the flock of HIT 
stakeholders,” advocated Nelson. 
“The challenge is to find a feasible 
way to do that. There is no 
organization or collective that’s 
raising money to send individual 
patients and caregivers to HL7, 
HIMSS, and IHE to represent 
their requirements for health 
information technology. Most 
people don’t speak the language 
of standards development. They 
don’t have the knowledge to 
really understand what’s being 
discussed, and they may not even 
find it interesting. But, these are the subject matter 
experts we need to engage. People are intimately 
aware of the details of what health and wellness 
really mean in life. They know what they need and 
what they want in terms of the type of care and 
support that would help them. They know what 
information they want to share and access to help 
them get well, stay healthy, and live better lives.”

Nelson presented an idea. She suggested the group 
could bring the voice of patients and caregivers 
into HL7 by documenting a collection of patient 
stories based on real life experiences with health 
and care. The stories would be real, but techniques 
like those used when writing a Harvard Business 
Review Case would be employed to anonymize the 
story without eliminating essential information. 
The stories would be highly accurate and rich 
with personal, clinical, and financial information. 
They could be used to create use cases that add 
patient and caregiver perspectives when standards 
are being developed. They also could be used to 
create synthetic data that could be used to support 
trial implementations and testing of standards.

Nelson showed examples of these type of patient 
stories generated through the Janie Appleseed 
Network (www.janieappleseed.net/value-stories.
html). She also reported that the HIMSS Health 
Story Project (HSP) had developed a patient story 
of this type and created a synthetic Continuity 
of Care Document (CCD®) Document to encode 
the details of the story. The HSP story was used 
in an experiment at the 2016 IHE North America 
Connectathon with a new type of story-based testing 

that focused on the degree to which a CCD was 
able to capture all the details of the patient’s story. 

A similarly detail-rich patient story was developed 
about a man managing multiple chronic 
conditions. This became a user story in the 
recently published Care Plan Domain Analysis 
Model. A segment of that story also was used to 
guide a proof of concept project to explore the 
electronic exchange of care plan information using 
the C-CDA Care Plan Document standard. 

The new BoF session was a great success. Twelve 
people met, shared personal stories, and exchanged 
ideas about how to grow a flock of HL7 members 
interested in bringing the voice of patients and 
caregivers into the HL7 working group. Participants 
expressed interest in creating patient stories 
and committed to developing some examples 
before the September meeting. “This session 
gave me goose bumps,” said Virginia Lorenzi, 
a strong supporter who offered many exciting 
ideas to expand the impact of this initiative at the 
September Plenary. “The energy in the room was 
amazing,” said John Ritter, an active member of 
the Electronic Health Records Work Group and 
co-author of the Personal Health Record Functional 
Model. “May the wind be at our backs as we work 
together to move this idea forward,” he closed.

If you missed participating in the first BoF meeting, 
it’s not too late to get involved. If you have interest 
and want to help add the patients and caregivers to 
the flock of stakeholders represented in HL7, send an 
e-mail to Lisa@JanieAppleseed.net, and join us!  ■

At the BoF, the flock 
discussed a version 
of the IHI Triple Aim 
graphic that Nelson 
modified to show 
patient-centered care 
at the center of the 
targeted goals for 
 health IT (HIT) 
adoption.

http://www.janieappleseed.net/value-stories.html
http://www.janieappleseed.net/value-stories.html
mailto:Lisa@JanieAppleseed.net
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My name is Tim Hricik and I am 
a consultant with Accenture. I 
have been with the firm since late 
2011 and have been a member of 
the HL7 community since 2013. 

In May, I had the opportunity to 
attend my first HL7 working group 
meeting (WGM) in Montreal. 
As I attempted to navigate the 
WGM, I was introduced to a fellow 
Accenture colleague and longtime 
HL7 leader, Ken McCaslin. Ken 
is the head of HL7’s Technical 
Steering Committee and kindly 
helped shepherd me through 
the agenda and activities of the 
WGM. He provided introductions, 
shared his past experiences, 
and gave general words of 
wisdom to help me get the most 
out of my own experience. 

Subsequently, Ken asked if I 
would write an article that might 
serve as a guide for future first-
time attendees. Wishing that I 

had had a little more information 
about the WGM before my first 
visit, I jumped at the opportunity 
to share my observations 
with others. So, for all those 
attending a WGM for the first 
time in the near future, here is 
a little bit about my experience 
and what you might expect. 

What did I anticipate for the 
working group meeting?

I really had no idea what to 
expect for my first visit to an 
HL7 WGM, but I knew that this 
would likely be different from 
other types of conferences I had 
previously attended. My initial 
intention was to simply attend the 
Fast Healthcare Interoperability 
Resources (FHIR®) sessions and 
connectathon in hopes of learning 
as much as I could about the 
emerging standard. I knew the 
HL7 organization was actually 
more than just one standard, but 

I will admit I let 
myself get a bit 
pessimistic about 
what I would 
encounter. Is this 
going to be the 
usual bunch of tech 
people laboring 
and debating over dry discussions 
of standards? Am I going to be 
stuck attending lengthy, drawn out 
lectures, struggling to maintain 
interest and attention? Will it be 
relevant to my interest areas and 
career development? I am pleased 
to report that with the guidance 
of Ken and many of the new 
contacts I made, my apprehension 
quickly dissipated and allowed me 
to have a productive and, more 
importantly, enjoyable time.

What did I learn as first timer? 

I learned so much at the WGM 
that it’s hard to narrow down 
specific points, but with a bit of 

HL7 Working Group Meeting: A First-Time Attendee’s Perspective
Making the Most of WGM Opportunities

By Tim Hricik, 
Consulting 
Analyst, 
Accenture
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time for reflection, there are three 
distinct aspects that have stuck 
with me: the actual “work” entailed 
by a working group meeting, the 
wonderful members of the HL7 
community, and all the fun that can 
be had while actually “working”! 
For a long time I held an overly 
simplistic and superficial view that 
WGMs simply existed to produce 
standards. Yes, these meetings 
indeed focus on the HL7 mission of 
developing standards and enabling 
their adoption, but I learned that 
work groups do significant work 
toward managing the overall 
direction of HL7, sponsor innovative 
projects, and serve as stewards 
for the associated standards. This 
impressive scope of work could not 
be done if not for the outstanding 
contributions of the people in the 
HL7 community. They come from a 
variety of interesting backgrounds 
and all have a common passion to 
grow and enhance HL7’s mission of 
global health data interoperability. 
Finally, I learned that, yes, while 
there is important work that needs 
to be done, the people of HL7 

make sure to laugh and enjoy the 
fellowship with one another. 

What helped?

There are a few things that will help 
you navigate the WGM, most of 
which can be found if you attend the 
first-time attendees’ presentation. 
This presentation provided a warm 
welcome to the conference. Here I 
received all the tangible materials 
needed to navigate the venue and 
learned how the sessions, blocks, 
and breaks work. More importantly, 
I got to meet all kinds of friendly 
faces who were well-versed in the 
operations of HL7 and the WGMs. 
The presenters shared their first 
WGM experiences and gave us 
the inside scoop on how to make 
the most of the conference. An 
important artifact to take away from 
this presentation was the “First-
Time Attendee” ribbon. Having 
this ribbon is a great ice-breaker 
for getting to know fellow newbies 
and experienced members alike. 
I recommend not being shy and 
joining in, as participation is 
encouraged and you will always be 

made to feel welcome. Everyone in 
the WGM was a first-time attendee 
at one point and fellow members 
go out of their way to make you 
feel part of the group. If you have 
questions about lost session tickets 
or are wondering what those 
ribbons on some people’s name tags 
mean, don’t be afraid to approach 
a member with a red “STAFF” 
ribbon. In addition to these social 
aspects, the breadth of educational 
sessions that are offered assure 
you will find several that either 
introduce you to interesting new 
topics or enhance your current 
understanding of others. Don’t 
be afraid to attend a session even 
if you know nothing of the topic. 
You may be pleasantly surprised.

If you are considering attending 
an HL7 WGM for the first time, 
I highly recommend doing so 
and hope that reading about 
my experiences will help you 
get the most out of your time. 
I look forward to meeting 
you at future WGMs! ■

HL7 Welcomes New Staff Member
David Johnson comes to HL7 with over 20 years in the information technology 
field. He has a history of developing solutions in the automotive, healthcare, 
and print marketing industries. His most recent position of Lead Technical 
Consultant allowed for growth in software delivery methodologies while 
managing a team of international developers.  

Early in his career, David led a group responsible for integrating dictation and tran-
scription systems in hospitals around the United States. This was his first expe-
rience working with HL7 standards. He went on to deliver business-to-business 
supply management solutions for a leading distributor of wholesale medical 
supplies.

David, his wife, and three children moved to Ann Arbor, Michigan, in 2012.  He has 
a deep love of music and plays guitar, drums and piano. He is a volunteer with the 
University of Michigan campus radio station.  David also enjoys attending various 
user group meetings and staying active in technical communities.  

Please join us in welcoming David to our staff! ■

David Johnson
Director of Technical 

Services
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Impacting Personal Health with Wearables/Implantables 

pHealth 2016 Sponsored by HL7 International and HL7 Hellas

pHealth2016, the 13th International Conference on 
Wearable, Micro & Nano Technologies for Personalized 
Health, was held in Crete, Greece on May 29-31, 2016. 

By Dr Alexander 
Berler, HL7 Hellas 
Chair

This was the second time that 
Greece hosted pHealth, as 
pHealth2007 was held in Porto 
Carras in Chalkidiki. Professor 
Nikos Maglaveras chaired 
both events. The conference 
was organized by the Institute 
of Molecular Biology and 
Biotechnology (IMBB) of the 
Foundation for Research and 
Technology – Hellas (FORTH) 
in collaboration with the Lab of 
Computing & Medical Informatics 

of the Aristotle University of 
Thessaloniki (AUTH) and the 
Institute of Applied Biosciences 
of the Centre for Research and 
Technology – Hellas (CERTH) 
in Thessaloniki, Greece.

pHealth 2016 opened a new 
chapter in the success story of the 
series of international conferences 
on wearable or implantable 
micro, nano and biotechnologies 
for personalized health which 
began in 2003 with personal 

FORTH, Heraklion, Crete, Greece
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health management systems. Since then, pHealth has 
increasingly combined medical devices and eHealth 
based services with public health, prevention, 
social and elderly care as well as wellness and 
personal fitness to establish participatory, predictive, 
personalized, preventive and effective care settings. 

Smart mobile systems, eHealth and telemedicine 
have become important enablers for ubiquitous 
pervasive health as the next generation health 
services. Social media and gamification has added 
even further knowledge to pHealth, both as a 
business domain and as a community safety-net. 

Overall, there were 35 presentations, including 
23 oral and 12 posters. All poster presentations 
included a ten minute slot for a short presentation. 
An award for the student with the best poster 
was presented at the event. EU funded projects 
in the areas of Micro-Bio-Nano systems and the 
ICT for Health, Active and Healthy Aging and DG 
RTD-HEALTH presented their innovative solutions. 

pHealth2016 was sponsored by the European 
Commission, the European Federation of 
Medical Informatics (EFMI), FORTH, the COST-
ENJECT action, and HL7 Hellas. The conference 
proceedings were published by IOS Press the series 
of ‘Studies in Health Technology and Informatics’, 
vol. 224, which was made possible with the 
sponsorship of the HL7 International Council. 

The conference was attended by approximately 
100 delegates from academia, industry 
and graduate/postgraduate students from 
more than 15 countries worldwide.

The topics presented at the conference covered 
two main areas. The first area covered integrated 
biosensors, including implants for biomolecular and 
genetics oriented point of care diagnostics; wearables 
related to multi-parametric biosignal monitoring 
systems; and machine learning and multiparametric 
analytics at implantable, phenotypic and behavioral/
ambient levels. Professor Niilo Saranummi, 
founding chair of HL7 Finland, presented a keynote 
on the adoption space for knowledge transfer 
with concerns to medical devices and eHealth 
related with clinical and translational practice.

The second topic area included smart personal health 
systems, deep learning approaches, connected health 
and behavioral informatics, interoperability issues 
related to mHealth applications, and big biodata 
management and analytics platforms leading to an 

ecosystem enabling 
precision medicine.

HL7 had a strong 
presence during 
the conference and 
its standards were 
referenced in many 
presentations. HL7 
Hellas Chair Dr. 
Alexander Berler 
gave a short welcome 
address to the attendees 
where he stressed 
that interoperability 
and standardization 
are key infrastructure 
elements for the success 
of personalized health 
and the integration of 
medical devices in the 
daily health practice. 
He noted that HL7 Fast Healthcare Interoperability 
Resources (FHIR®) has revolutionized the 
way healthcare information is managed by the 
patients, the healthcare providers, the payers and 
the policy enforcers. Professor Mantas, Chair of 
the Greek Biomedical and Health Informatics 
Association Chapter of EFMI, highlighted the 
role of education in biomedical research.

In his keynote speech, Alexander 
Berler described the need for 
interoperability architecture 
based on the reuse of standards 
such as HL7’s Clinical Document 
Architecture (CDA®).  

The keynote presentation featured a case study 
called the Greek Patient Summary service 
design reported in the eStandards project to 
demonstrate the consistent and scalable use of 
standards (http://www.estandards-project.eu/).

Marita Perälä-Heape, Director at Centre for 
Health and Technology, University of Oulu, 
Oulu, Finland, gave an outstanding presentation 
on shared developments in the “Digital Health 
Revolution” research program. This program 
studies the transformation toward “My Data” 
based health and wellness solutions to support 
individual’s capability and involvement in 
health promotion and disease management.

The conference proceedings 
were published by IOS Press 
the series of ‘Studies in Health 
Technology and Informatics’, vol. 
224, which was made possible 
with the sponsorship of the 
HL7 International Council.

Continued on page 14

http://www.estandards-project.eu/
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Professor Vince Emery from the University of 
Surrey delivered an inspiring talk titled Going 
Viral: The Digital Future of Global Health, 
where he asked the question: How we can pick 
up infections at the onset of symptoms and 
provide a global early warning system?

Catherine Chronaki spoke about the European 
Commission initiative concerning the 
development of mHealth assessment guidelines 
for interoperability and highlighted the power 
and potential of HL7’s FHIR. She also described 
the vision of HL7 FHIR, current developments, 
and the ongoing standardization project in 
the HL7 Mobile Health Work Group.

The Google iGlass presentation by Fredrich 
Ehler covered the outcomes of the relevant 
experiments in conducted by Professor Christian 
Lovis’ lab at the University Hospital of Geneva.

The pHealth2016 conference was a success both in 
terms of scientific quality, brainstorming, exploring 

future technologies and health applications, as well 
as connecting scientists from all pertinent areas 
in the wider ICT for health, medical devices and 
industry. The explosion in scale of medical devices 
and wearables availability, data monitoring, deep 
learning and advanced biodata analytics, smart 
medical decision support systems, interoperability 
challenges, public health and regulatory challenges 
and barriers, user empowerment and the 
connection of pHealth and precision medicine, 
can be catalyzed through the use of standards.

HL7 International should continue to support such 
events in the future in order to bring HL7 standards 
closed to the researcher community and integrate 
them in the R&D process from day one.

For more information about the pHealth conference 
please visit the following sites:

Conference site: www.phealth2016.eu

Conference proceedings: http://bit.ly/29THVPg ■

Continued from page 13
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http://www.HL7.org/events/policyconference201610/

Despite being less than a decade 

old, the field of cancer genomics is 

making significant progress towards 

early detection of cancer and targeted 

treatment plans for patients. 

Join HL7 at this unique two-day event 

to learn how the cross-section of 

genomics, interoperability and cancer 

detection/care are pioneering new 

pathways in the field. Washington, DC
October 26-27, 2016

http://www.phealth2016.eu
http://bit.ly/29THVPg
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In August 2014, IHTSDO and HL7 International 
signed a new collaboration agreement with a focus on 
key joint work areas to be undertaken over a two year 
period.  Since that time, we have made progress in 
several areas in the steps to ensure that our standards 
can work together in health information systems.

This progress includes the following:

• We have worked together to ensure that HL7 
International developers and implementers 
throughout the world are aware of the 
licensing requirements for SNOMED CT by 
including licensing statements in products 
and providing FAQs on the topic. 

• To facilitate the use of SNOMED CT in HL7 
International products, developers anywhere in 
the world who are contributing are able to access 
the latest version of SNOMED CT International 
through a portal set up by HL7 International. 

• We are in the process of finalizing a SNOMED 
CT Development Licence which will allow 
HL7 affiliate countries to undertake their 
own development work using SNOMED 
CT, regardless of whether they are an 
IHTSDO member country or not.

• HL7 and IHTSDO have worked together 
on the content in the latest version of 
TermInfo, currently a Standard for Trial Use 
(STU), related to SNOMED CT to ensure 
the guidance is up-to-date and accurate.

• IHTSDO has started work with the Fast 
Healthcare Interoperability Resources 

(FHIR®) leadership on defining best practice 
for binding SNOMED CT in FHIR profiles. 
This work is ongoing and we expect it to be 
a key component of the updated work plan 
currently being refined. This approach is also 
being applied to CIMI which is now a work 
group in HL7, thus maintaining consistency.

• HL7 has established the HL7 Terminology 
Authority which, as a single point of contact, 
is responsible for dealing with any requests to 
IHTSDO for changes and additions to SNOMED 
CT as required for HL7 products. This will 
reinforce that there is an efficient and effective 
process for ensuring HL7 value sets have 
relevant and up-to-date SNOMED CT content.

• HL7 is undertaking a review of its value sets 
and IHTSDO is happy to review any SNOMED 
CT requirements that arise from this to ensure 
a smooth and timely update to value sets.

Both HL7 and IHTSDO have been able to explore 
approaches to collaboration, management of 
licensing and how to deal with terminology. This 
knowledge can be applied to other collaborations. 
This also feeds in to the work of the Joint Initiative 
Council. At this time we are exploring the next 
phase of joint work which will include the use of 
SNOMED CT in FHIR, potential opportunities 
for collaboration with education as well as other 
guidance about our standards working together. ■

IHTSDO and HL7 International Working Together
Collaborating for improved interoperability

By Jane Millar, Head of 
Collaboration, IHTSDO
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Success with  ART-DECOR in British Columbia
Pilot project uses ART-DECOR to capture and manage CDA Templates 

This pilot occurred from January 
2016 through March 2016. The 
project was staffed by HL7 
experts to maximize learning 
and testing while minimizing 
schedule, cost, effort, and risk. 

Following a review of available 
tooling, the  ART-DECOR tool 
(Advanced Requirements and 
Tooling, Data Elements, Codes, 

OIDs and Rules) was chosen for 
a pilot project. This tooling was 
developed by a team of open 
source developers to capture 
and manage CDA templates and 
other artifacts (e.g. terminology). 

The pilot utilized the  
ART-DECOR tool to input 
the British Columbia 
Header constraints, a CDA 

By Patrick E. Loyd, Co-Chair, HL7 
Orders & Observations Work Group 
and Lorraine Constable, Co-Chair, HL7 
Orders & Observations Work Group, 
Vice Chair Architecture Board, and 
Chair Standards Governance Board, 
with coordination from the BC Team

The Doctors of British Columbia, in conjunction 
with the BC Health Information Standards Standing 
Committee, recently embarked on a pilot project to 
research current repository tooling to manage HL7 
Clinical Document Architecture (CDA®) artifacts, 
including both the base standard artifacts as well as 
the pan-Canadian and BC-specific resources. 
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with unstructured body document, and level 
3 templates that were adapted for BC from 
the IHE XD-LAB profile for testing. 

The local BC planning and technical 
team included Carol Rimmer, Cindie 
Robertson, Shamil Nizamov, Jeremy 
Chapman and Dennis Cabel. The 
project was facilitated through 
expert resources consisting of 
Lorraine Constable, Patrick E. Loyd, 
and Dr. Kai Heitmann. Dr. Heitmann 
was one of the primary architects 

of the ART-DECOR tool set and was retained to 
ensure efficiency for testing and issue resolution. 

The project began with discussions about the optimal 
environment setup, security configuration, and other 
startup items. After initial configuration, the team 
began entering templates, terminology, OIDS, and 
other CDA resources to assess the viability of the tool.

The  ART-DECOR tool includes functionality 
for template development and management as 
well as terminology and governance activities.  
ART-DECOR implements the HL7 methodology 
and CDA best practices to guide creation of 
artifacts conformant to the CDA schema as 
well as compliant to the HL7 CDA standard. 

The testing primarily included using the basic 
functions to build out the existing constraints 
and other artifacts from the existing BC eHR 
CDA Implementation Guide. Partial vocabulary 
information was also loaded for utilization by the 
templates and testing of the terminology features. 

Building Block Repositories

As testing was conducted, one function stood 
out as a key architecture of the tool—namely 
the building block repositories (BBRs). 

BBRs are a shared resource utilized by each project 
which includes development of new templates or 
modification of existing templates or other resources. 
Profiles contain the artifacts and resources specific 
to that project’s scope. Those shared resources can 
afterwards be used by downstream projects during 
the creation or modification of templates to ensure 
they are conformant. The base CDA standard itself 
is included in a BBR so conformance rules and 

templates are properly derived. The strength of the 
BBRs is that they encapsulate prior project templates 
and rules within a governance domain for reuse. 

During the project, there were a few initial issues 
with using the tooling. They have been either resolved 
or documented and escalated to BC healthcare 
management. All basic functionality was tested for 
usage first at the most basic functional level, and then 
subsequently increasingly complex input was tested. 

Conclusions and Recommendations

The conclusions and recommendations were 
reported in detail. In short, the following 
high-level observations were made:

• The tool is stable and ready for input. An 
upgrade to performance has been installed, 
lowering screen refresh timing issues

• The tool includes all mandatory 
functionality needed for a repository

• The tool met all BC criteria for use as a provincial 
repository including the ability for business 
analysts to interact directly with the tool

• The tool can be implemented as 
a locally hosted solution

• The team recommended to BC Health that the 
tool meets the functional requirements for use

The project team has gone forward with building out 
the environments and configuration necessary to use 
the  ART-DECOR tool to implement current CDA 
templates and other artifacts as a provincial resource. 

Hosting the repository is one of the primary issues 
still to be determined. By the end of the build out 
project, there will still be functions which have 
not been exercised fully—namely the requirements 
lifecycle and template lifecycle features—so further 
work on the governance functions of the tool 
will be an ongoing effort by the internal teams. 

The BC Health Information Standards 
Working Group is making plans for rollout 
of the CDA Provincial Repository and 
Resources by the end of this year (2016). 

Any questions on the BC ART-DECOR 
project or CDA standards can be directed 
to HLTH.CISSupport@gov.bc.ca. ■

Dr. Kai Heitmann 
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The event had three pillars: 
Empowering People, Social 
Innovation & Transition, Trust 
& Standards. Its focus was 
the transformative power 
of eHealth on people.

In the opening session, the 
EU commissioner for Health, 
Vytenis Andriukaitis, highlighted 
the demographic aging and 
chronic disease challenges 
that put increasing pressure 
on the European healthcare 
systems. He called for innovative 
solutions, sending a message to 
the entire eHealth Community: 

“It is now time to make a move 
from developing and testing 
to actual implementation 
of eHealth solutions.”

FHIR Exhibition

HL7 had a strong presence at 
eHealth Week. The HL7 Fast 
Healthcare Interoperability 
Resources (FHIR®) booth was 
one of the most visited areas of 
the exhibition hall. The Dutch 
personal health record program 
is very much grounded on FHIR 
and is raising strong interest in 
the FHIR developer days planned 
for November 16-18, 2016.

Report from the eHealth Week 2016
HL7 Activities at Europe’s Premier Event: eHealth Week

By Catherine 
Chronaki, 
Secretary 
General, HL7 
Foundation

2 Post-conference brochureeHealth Week 2016

Key figures

Netherlands 42%
UK 8%
USA 7%
Sweden 6%
Belgium 5%
Germany 5%
Finland 4%
Other 23%

* Attendees excluding ministerial delegates

CIO’s and other IT professionals 35%
Executive & Financial management 11%
Healthcare professionals 8%
Business consultants 7%
Marketing & Sales 7%
General management 6%
Government employees 6%
Students 4%
Press 4%
Other 12 %

Healthcare provider 43%
Vendor 16%
Consulting 14%
Government 11%
Education 5%
Association 4%
Other 7%

By country By title

2,230
attendees

total
41%

open
rate

196k
page views

01.01.–20.06.

5%
click-through

rate

400
distributed

copies

539
ministerial
delegates

from 55
countries

130+
speakers

from 6
continents

54
exhibitors

eHEALTH WEEK 2016 BY THE NUMBERS PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES

AUDIENCE BREAKDOWN*

By worksite

eHealth Week newsletters

www.ehealthweek.org

HIMSS Insights

TOP 5 COUNTRIES
1. The Netherlands
2. UK
3. USA
4. Belgium
5. Germany

eHealth Week 2016, the premier European event in 
eHealth, was held June 6-8 in Amsterdam. Organized 
by the Dutch Presidency of European Union (EU), 
it attracted more than two thousand policy makers, 
healthcare providers, patients, researchers and 
industry from across Europe and beyond. 

Director of the Office of 
Standards and Technology at the 
ONC and HL7 Member Steve 
Posnack visits the HL7 FHIR 
exhibition at eHealth Week.
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Toward a Digital Health 
Compass: My Data, my 
Decision, our ePower
Following the successful 
“Interoperability in Action: 
Information + Integration = 
Innovation” session in the 
eHealth Week 2015 organized 
by the Latvian EU presidency 
in Riga, HL7 joined forces with 
the European Federation of 
Medical Informatics (EFMI) 
and HIMSS Europe again. 

Starting from the premise that 
“Knowledge is power,” the 
health sector, going digital, is 
facing its Gutenberg moment 
as artfully highlighted by Eric 
Topol, author of the book The 
Patient Will See You Now. 

Panelists in the session “In search 
of a digital health compass” 
commented on how we can benefit 

from eHealth 
investments, 

when it is our 
own data 
that can help 
us learn and 

make informed 
decisions, 

and it is our 
ePower as a society 

to benefit from quality data. 
Panelists and the audience 
discussed how citizens look for 
their own personal digital health 
compass to be their navigation 
instrument in increasingly 
complex health and social systems. 
Standards developed by HL7, 
like FHIR, can be catalysts in 
making that happen (For more 
information see the digital health 
compass article on page 24). 

EU-US Facilitating 
Interoperability across the 
Atlantic

Gerald Cultot and Steve Posnack 
co-chaired a popular session 
on the EU-US Memorandum 
of Understanding on eHealth 
cooperation. This session covered 
patient summaries standardization 
initiatives and the implementation 
of the ISO IDMP (Identification 
of Medicinal Products) standard 
by the European Medicines 
Agency (EMA) and the US 
Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA). A panel consisting of 
representatives from industry, 
drug regulation, and EU member 
states, discussed the presentations.

Gerald Coultot and Steve Posnack 
reminded the audience that 
interoperability challenges in 
eHealth are the same on both 
sides of the Atlantic and progress 
has already been made since 2012 
under the EU-US Roadmap in 
finding common approaches. 

Gerald Coultot asked the speakers 
the following question: “What 
steps have been taken and what 
still needs to be done in order 
to make initiatives like the 

International Patient Summary 
(IPS) or a global identification of 
medicinal products a reality?” 

In my talk, I reflected on the 
Trillium Bridge project, led by the 
HL7 Foundation with participation 
of CEN and IHE Europe. Trillium 
Bridge compared patient summary 
specifications in Europe and the 
United States, created a proof-
of-concept transformer, and 
recommended “To advance an 
International Patient Summary 
(IPS) standard and enable people 
to access and share their health 
information for emergency or 
unplanned care anywhere and as 
needed. At minimum the IPS should 
include immunizations, allergies, 
medications, clinical problems, past 
operations and implants.” This 
recommendation was endorsed by 
all members of the Joint Initiative 
on SDO Global Health Informatics 
Standardization (JIC). I then 
presented the eStandards project 
which stresses the need of tools 
that connect across standards 
organizations and throughout 
the standards lifecycle from 
requirements analysis, to testing, 
implementation, and feedback.

The Standards Lifecycle

Continued on page 20
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Following Trillium Bridge, the 
JIC started work on the Patient 
Summary Standards Sets, ISO 
TC215 began work on bundles 
for clinical imaging, and HL7 
approved the InterPAS project 
scope statement (currently 
under revision). In May 2016, the 
European Commission granted 
CEN a project to create a European 
patient summary specification to 
build on the work of ePSOS and 
the EU patient summary guideline 
(currently under revision) in a 
way that leverages and actively 
engages in global standardization 
efforts. The initiative was 
presented by Stephen Kay, 
vice-chair of CEN TC251. 

It will be quite a challenge to 
align these and other patient 
summary initiatives around 
the world and create a truly 
international standard that is 
widely used to reduce the costs of 
patient summary implementation 
projects around the world. 
For once, the HL7 European 
affiliates have expressed their 
commitment to a single team to 
deliver a global standard that 
can be effectively customized 
on only for the EU cross-border 
setting but also for national and 
regional needs around the world.  

Vada Perkins (FDA) and Paolo 
Alcini (EMA), presented the 
details of IDMP and the strategy 
and timeline for implementation in 
Europe and the audience had the 
opportunity to participate in the 
discussion of how developments 
in the regulatory area can bridge 
to the health and wellness. ■

Report from the eHealth Week 2016

Continued from page 19

For more information and presentations 
from eHealthweek 2016, see:
http://www.ehealthweek.org/

ehome/128630/2016-presentations/

EU-US Facilitating 
Interoperability 
Across the Atlantic

Next year, eHealthweek2017 will be 
organized by Malta on May 10-12, 2017. 

Mark your calendar!

http://www.ehealthweek.org/ehome/128630/2016-presentations/
http://www.ehealthweek.org/ehome/128630/2016-presentations/
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HL7 congratulates first place winner of the HL7 C-CDA 
Rendering Tool Challenge, Bryn Lewis, PhD, Principal 
Software Development Consultant at Intelsoft in 
Melbourne, Australia. The challenge was run jointly 
by HL7 and the Office of the National Coordinator 
for Health Information Technology (ONC). The 
challenge asked participants to develop a viewer that 
will enable clinicians to more efficiently review the 
clinically relevant patient data from Consolidated 
Clinical Document Architecture (C-CDA®).

Intelsoft C-CDA Viewer Tool Description 

The Intelsoft C-CDA Viewer is an easy-to-use viewer 
of complex C-CDA documents, available directly 
in any web browser. A responsive document layout 
automatically adjusts to make optimum use of the 
available screen space. Users can hide, collapse and 
move any section of a CDA document. Additionally:

• Document sections can be manipulated 
directly via button clicks, drag and drop 
or via a document Table of Contents

• All user preferences are saved and automatically 
applied to subsequent CDA documents opened

• Ability to detect and hide/show duplicates

The result is an intuitive and user-friendly 
document layout that users can directly control.

The tool runs in any modern browser and can 
be used on a PC, tablet or mobile device. It 
will also run as a standalone local fileset. 

About the Winner

Dr. Bryn Lewis developed the tool 
as a side project during the months 
of March and April. What started 
out as a general idea demanded to 
be noticed and completed. As an 
Australian, this was the first health 
IT challenge that he could enter. 
He enjoyed the process and hopes 

to participate in more challenges in the future. 
Dr. Lewis plans to use the prize money to travel to 
the United States in September, where he will visit 
sites in Washington, DC, such as the nation’s Capitol 
and the Smithsonian museum. From there, he plans 
to attend the 30th Annual Plenary & Working Group 
Meeting. Be sure to extend him a warm welcome 
and congratulations on his accomplishment! ■

Congratulations to the HL7 C-CDA® Rendering Tool Challenge Winner
Easy-to-use C-CDA Viewer Wins Challenge

— The HL7 C-CDA® —
RENDERING TOOL 
CH A LLENGE

Watch a demo version of the tool:
http://intelsoft.com.au/challenge/index.htm

Learn more details about the tool:
https://github.com/brynlewis/C-CDA_Viewer

Dr. Bryn Lewis

http://intelsoft.com.au/challenge/index.htm
https://github.com/brynlewis/C-CDA_Viewer
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HL7’S Role In Improving Information Exchange Between Care & Cure Sectors

The Care Sector: Emerging Market for HL7 Standards

Background

The main challenge to achieving 
this goal, however, is that the care 
sector (nursing homes, rehab 
institutes, elderly homes, home 
care organizations) is using the so 
called “i-Standards” as their national 
standard, whereas the cure sector 
(teaching and general hospitals) is 
using HL7 standards (mainly HL7 
Version 2.4/2.5, Clinical Document 
Architecture and Version 3) as its 
national standard. The “i-Standards” 
and HL7 Version 2.4/2.5 are 
different in terms of reference 
information model, format, coding 
systems and data specifications 
as well as semantic definitions.

Objectives

The objective was to initiate and 
execute a project to (a) investigate the 
possibilities to bridge the gap between 
the two standards via mapping and 
harmonization, (b) develop syntax 
as well as semantic consistent 
translation algorithms vice versa 
and (c) publish an implementation 
guide which describes mapping on 
the functional level as well as the 
technical format level. The explicit 
preset condition for the project was 
that the mapping and harmonization 
solutions should not require or cause 
any change in the fundamentals 
of either of the two standards.

By Bert Kabbes, 
RI CMC, Chair, HL7 
The Netherlands

One of the leading national healthcare IT priorities 
in The Netherlands is to significantly improve the 
electronic information exchange between institutions 
and organizations in the care and cure sectors. 
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Project

The project was executed in three consecutive 
phases. Phase 1 was the investigation phase, in which 
the feasibility of the mapping and harmonization 
was analyzed. Based on the positive outcome of 
this investigation, Phase 2 was started. Phase 2 
evaluated all data elements from the “i-Standards 
(care) and selected those which were considered 
to be highly relevant to exchange between the 
care and the cure sector. For these selected data 
elements, the corresponding (or alternative, or 
candidate) data elements in the HL7 Version 2.4 
NL standard were searched and defined. In Phase 
3, the mapping and harmonization solutions for 
the selected data elements were developed and 
described in terms of algorithms, coding translations, 
table mappings, and format translations. These 
mapping specifications were developed vice versa.

Results

The project was successfully executed from February 
through November 2015. In January 2016, the 
final results were published in an implementation 
guide, which – after some intermediate revisions 
by the mirror group – was balloted in February 
2016 and is now an official DSTU-NL standard.

Conclusions

A total of 55 data elements from the i-Standards 
were defined as highly relevant for the exchange of 
information between care and cure organizations. 
Almost all of these 55 data elements did have 
corresponding data elements in HL7 Version 2.4. 
In some cases, several candidate data elements in 
HL7 Version 2.4 were found, some of which are still 
under discussion (open issues) and will be resolved 

during the DSTU-phase 
until December 2016. 

The main conclusions 
from the project are 
that (a) consistent vice 
versa translations via 
mapping are possible 
and have been defined, 
(b) without affecting 
the fundamentals of 
both standards, but 
that (c) tables also 
need to be further 
harmonized and (d) 

the wording of several semantic definitions 
and descriptions needs to be aligned. 

The open issues as mentioned under (c) and (d) are 
not considered fundamental and therefore pose no 
barrier to begin practical pilot implementations 
based on the DSTU implementation guide.

International Aspects

The specific results of the project are not 
considered to be very relevant for international 
re-use, since the i-Standards are typically Dutch 
standards. The mapping and harmonization 
solutions itself from this project will therefore 
not be transferable to other countries. 

Nevertheless, it would be very valuable to learn 
if the same situation exists in other countries 
(two different information exchange standards 
in the care and the cure sectors) and how these 
countries are approaching, or have approached, the 
mapping and harmonization issue. It would also 
be helpful to learn what the visions and priorities 
are with regard to the information exchange 
between the care and the cure sector, both on the 
practical level as well a the national policy level.

HL7 The Netherlands has defined the care sector 
as the major growth area for HL7 in terms of 
re-using all of our knowledge and experience 
from the cure sector as well as an opportunity to 
increase the HL7 membership. The Netherlands 
has approximately 90 hospitals whereas the 
care sector consists of approximately 1500 
institutions and numerous home and social care 
organizations. This represents a potentially 
huge area for many years of work for vendors, 
standards organizations and implementers.  ■
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A Digital Health Compass: My Data, My Decision, Our ePower

During eHealthweek, Panel Addresses Adoption of eHealth Services

By Catherine 
Chronaki, HL7 
Foundation

Anne Moen, 
European 
Federation 
of Health 
Informatics

Knowledge is power. Despite 
extensive investments in digital health 
technology, navigating the health 
system online is still challenging for 
most citizens. Availability of good 
medical or social care services and 
health tools online varies inversely 
with the population’s need. The low 
adoption of eHealth services and 
persistent disparities in health triggers 
a call for multidisciplinary action.

At eHealthweek 2016 held in 
Amsterdam, EFMI, HL7 and HIMSS 
Europe came together to share the 
vision for a personal digital health 
compass. This session discussed 
strategies on how to navigate in the 
transforming terrain of digital health 
ecosystems where people from all 
walks of life are called to play an 
active role. Patients living with an 
implanted device or coping with 

persistent, chronic disease such as 
diabetes as well as those engaged in 
self-care, caring for an elderly relative, 
a neighbor, or their child with illness, 
need a digital health compass. 

The panel highlighted the 
transformative power of health data 
fueled by targeted open, massive 
and individualized delivery. 

• Anne Moen presented the vision 
of the digital health compass, 
where each one of us can use 
our own data (“myData”) for 
knowledge to acquire tools and 
decision power (“my decision”) to 
participate in the transformation 
of society. Patients and families, 
health professionals and health 
informaticists should join forces 
with researchers and policy makers 
to advance digital health literacy 
and tap our collective expertise 
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(“ePower”) catalyzed by health 
data standards and open APIs.

• Petra Wilson stressed the 
importance of patients’ access 
to their own data noting 
that, now more than ever, we 
should shift from discussing 
ownership to custodianship 
of data in recognition of the 
value and power of multiple 
contributors to one’s health 
data. Personalization and 
mobility can help if we 
manage to integrate health 
literacy interventions every 
step of the way. According to 
Petra, as patients we need a 
new digital health compass 
because navigating the 
system is harder than ever 
due to the scarcity of health 
professionals and time needed 
to engage in one’s health. 

• Robert Stegwee discussed 
personal health records 
(PHRs) initiatives around 
the globe. A personal health 
record is more than a viewer 
and organizer of personal 
health information since it 
provides treatment support, 
including self-management 
options, facilitates exchanges 
of health information with 
healthcare providers, and 
supports healthy lifestyle 
options and the tracking of 
personal fitness. Despite its 
value and potential, Robert 
notes, “Not one PHR in 25 
countries among six continents 
has reached a million users 
or more and the top barriers 
according to a recent survey 
include lack of leadership, 
few provider incentives, and 
non-use of standards for 
information exchange.”

• Ed Hammond reviewed the 
impact of FHIR, noting that 
the compass is shifting the 
focus from sick care to health, 
from provider to patient, from 
proprietary to shared, from 
competition to collaboration, 
from licensed to free, from 
site specific to mobile, and 
from national to global. He 
highlighted the drivers for 
HL7 FHIR, namely population 
health, precision medicine, 
data sharing, learning health, 
big data, new media, mobile/
wearable devices, health 
analytics, and translational 
medicine. He also quoted 
Dr. Karen DeSalvo, the U.S. 
National Coordinator for 
Health IT, saying that “The 
challenge is how to bring that 
information together to make 
it usable and actionable for 
everybody who wants it.“

• Christian Lovis stated that 
although immense medical 
knowledge is available, current 
misinformed decisions may 
affect our future health. He 
encouraged the audience 
to support strategies that 
enable access to knowledge 
and research that alleviate 
health disparities,  stating 

“Setting knowledge free! And 
Making it matter for us!”

• Catherine Chronaki revisited 
the theme of the session: 
“My Data, My Decision, Our 
ePower”. For the theme My 
Data, she asked the audience 
to imagine an app that knows 
our health data and helps 
us navigate a pharmacy 
without opening the boxes 
to review leaflets. The app 
would compare and suggest 
products for us, taking into 
account our medication 
history, allergies, and health 
conditions. Catherine observed 
that “there is much more to 
a patient’s health data than a 
doctor could ever know” and it 
is our decision how to use this 
data. With increased patient 
focus, clinical trials involve 
patients every step of the way, 
from direct contact to actual 
governance. It is our choice 
whether we wish to donate 
our data for the public good. 
Interoperability standards help 
us share knowledge, collect 
high quality data and increase 
our collective “ePower”.

At eHealthWeek in 
Amsterdam, a panel 
discusses various 
eHealth initiatives 
around the globe.

Continued on page 27
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General Overview

The IHIC2016 conference 
was the 16th in the history 
of the International HL7 
Interoperability Conferences 
relating to all HL7 standards, 
including their development, 
adoption, implementation 
and all implications within 
the different types of health 
information systems.

For the first time ever, the 
conference was held in Italy at 
the Polytechnical School of the 
University of Genoa on June 
13-15, 2016. It was organized by 
HL7 Italy in collaboration with 
HL7 Germany and was chaired 
by Professor Bernd Blobel from 
the University of Regensburg in 
Germany and Professor Mauro 
Giacomini from the University 
of Genoa in Italy. IHIC2016 was 
sponsored by HL7 International, 
HL7 Germany, HL7 Italy, DIBRIS 
(University of Genoa, Italy) and by 
the Genoa Engineering Council.

IHIC2016 attracted more than 60 
attendees from academia, industry 
and students from 10 countries. 
The conference included 
seven tutorials, four keynote 
presentations, 11 presentations 
on full papers, four presentations 
of technical reports and four 
presentations on technical 
abstracts. Finally, a late afternoon 
workshop with 10 panelists 
was held on June 14, 2016.

The Joachim W. Dudeck Award 
is presented annually to a 
researcher less than 35 years of 
age presenting a scientific paper 
at this conference.  The award is 
co-sponsored by HL7 International 
and HL7 Germany. This year’s 
recipient was Abderrazek Boufahja 
from France. He contributed 
the “Model-Based Validation 
of HL7 CDA R2 Documents 
and Implementation Guides 
Using Gazelle ObjectsChecker 
and ART-DECOR®”. The paper 
was co-authored by Dr. Kai 
Heitmann and Eric Poiseau.

HL7 Italy sponsored two prizes 
for Italian students who graduated 
in 2015 or 2016 with a master’s 
thesis on standards in health 
informatics. The winners were: 

1. Luca Douglas Magnoni 
from the University of 
Genoa, with a thesis entitled 
“Development and testing of 
a standardized terminology 
service by HL7 International 
applied to the management 
of semantics in laboratory 
reports” (Supervisor: Mauro 
Giacomini, Co-Supervisor: 
Roberta Gazzarata); and

2. Elisa Maria Zini from the 
University of Pavia, with a 
thesis entitled “Extension 
of the i2b2 framework for 
extraction of qualitative 
patterns from time series” 
(Supervisor: Cristiana Larizza, 
Co-Supervisors: Lucia 
Sacchi, Matteo Gabetta).

The high level scientific papers 
were published in a special 
edition of the European Journal 
for Biomedical Informatics 

(EJBI) entitled “Interoperability 
is more than just technology”. 
Technical reports and abstracts 
were published in locally 
printed proceedings books 
(ISBN 9788894180602).

Scientific details of the 
conference

The scientific presentations were 
divided into four sessions, each 
with its own keynote presentation 
as well as presentations on 
the scientific papers, technical 
reports and technical aspects.

The first session was entitled 
“Paradigm Changes in Healthcare 
and Resulting Interoperability 
Challenges” with the keynote 
by Bernd Blobel on the needs 
of an architectural approach 
to interoperability.

The second session concerned 
the general HL7 perspectives and 
began with a keynote by Riccardo 
Bellazzi from Italy about data 
integration strategies to meet 
big data challenges through 
decision support methods.

After this session, a workshop was 
held in which multi-stakeholder 
experts presented and discussed 
their differing perspectives on 
the perceived and experienced 
gaps and bridging opportunities 
between the regulatory and 

Report on the IHIC2016 Conference
June 2016 Event Held in Italy for the First Time

Bernd Blobel, 
PhD, HL7 
Germany and 
Professor at 
University of 
Regensburg

Mauro Giacomini, 
PhD, HL7 Italy 
and Assistant 
Professor at the 
University of 
Genoa

By IHIC2016 Co-Chairs
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clinical world on medicinal 
product identification (see page 
28 for openMedicine article). 
An interactive discussion with 
the audience addressed how 
implementation of IDMP 
standards and openMedicine 
project recommendations may 
help reinforce these bridges.

The third session was devoted to 
Clinical Document Architecture 
(CDA®) related contributions. 
HL7 International’s Dr. W. 
Ed Hammond gave a keynote 

presentation on the elusive 
search for interoperability.

The last session centered on 
terminology, ontology and 
classification issues and was 
introduced by a keynote from 
Libor Seidl of HL7 Czech 
Republic. This presentation 
considered the relationship 
between HL7 specifications 
and terminology standards.

Conclusion

The IHIC2016 conference 

was a success both in terms of 
scientific quality – brainstorming, 
exploring present and future 
applications and development of 
standards—as well as connecting 
scientists  and technical 
individuals from all pertinent 
areas in the wider health IT 
industry. We welcome suggestions 
for future IHIC meetings, 
especially on issues related to 
present and future standards 
development and their application 
in health informatics. ■

Report on the IHIC2016 Conference (continued) 

• The panelists agreed that 
digital health literate 
people from all walks of 
life can engage with health 
professionals, researchers 
and policymakers to advance 
health and wellness, as well 
as shape precision medicine, 
population health initiatives, 
and personal self-care efforts. 
Barriers and challenges should 
not be underestimated; thus, 
culture, education, skills, 
costs, and perceptions of 
power and role are essential 
for multidisciplinary action. 
Active discussion followed, 
starting with the question 
asking whether patients 
should be given access to 
their examination data 
before the data has been 
reviewed by their physician. 
The panelists agreed that 
patients could be given to 
the right to decide according 
to personal preferences and 
desire for engagement.

The active attendance at the panel 
at the eHealthweek, along with 
the inspiring discussions that 
followed, encourage us to continue 
our cooperation in this space 
with the digital health compass 
initiative as well as  elaborate 
on the concept and specific 
tools to advance the vision. The 
dialogue will continue. We will 
meet in Lisbon (eHealth summer 

week), Munich (MIE2016), 
Athens (eHealthForum) and Oslo 
(eHIN & ETC) later this year to 
understand how advancement 
in health informatics, digital 
health standards and digital 
health literacy can give rise to 
the vision of the digital health 
compass, and ensure that 
research and policy roadmaps 
align every step of the way. ■

A Digital Health Compass: My Data, My Decision, Our ePower
Continued from page 25

For more information

Presentation
http://www.slideshare.net/chronaki/in-
search-of-a-digital-health-compass-my-
data-my-decision-our-power

Interview
https://soundcloud.com/techtalkscentral/
ttc-277-the-digital-health-compass

http://www.slideshare.net/chronaki/in-search-of-a-digital-health-compass-my-data-my-decision-our-power
http://www.slideshare.net/chronaki/in-search-of-a-digital-health-compass-my-data-my-decision-our-power
http://www.slideshare.net/chronaki/in-search-of-a-digital-health-compass-my-data-my-decision-our-power
https://soundcloud.com/techtalkscentral/ttc-277-the-digital-health-compass
https://soundcloud.com/techtalkscentral/ttc-277-the-digital-health-compass
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Does IDMP Fit the Purpose of Bridging 
Clinical Practice with Regulatory Oversight?

openMedicine Workshop Report

Its goal of advancing unique 
identification of medicinal 
products and thereby patient 
safety in cross-border settings. 
openMedicine aims to deliver:

(a) common data models for 
identification and description 
of medicinal products based on 
the ISO IDMP (Identification of 
Medicinal Products) standards; 

(b) a common vocabulary for 
unambiguous description 
of medicinal products; 

(c) rules to guarantee safe 
identification of medicinal 

products in prescriptions for 
cross-border dispensing; and 

(d) a roadmap for post-project 
actions.

The European Medicines Agency 
(EMA) has validated ISO IDMP 
and, along with United States 
Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA), actively participates 
in the creation of the relevant 
implementation guides in ISO 
and HL7. The EMA is committed 
to establishing a single European 
Database of Medicinal Products 
by 2018. openMedicine reaches out 

to EU member states including 
their health ministries, national 
agencies and stakeholders to 
raise awareness and discuss 
what steps are needed in order 
to roll out implementation 
of ISO IDMP as well as the 
implications for eHealth. 

openMedicine has launched 
a series of workshops across 
European member states in an 
effort to gain insight on the current 
gaps and bridging opportunities 
between the regulatory and 
clinical worlds as well as the 
ways the implementation of 

openMEDICINE (www.open-medicine.eu) is a European project funded by the 
Horizon 2020 research and innovation program. 

Christof Gessner, 
Chair, European 
Strategic 
Advisory Board; 
Past Chair, HL7 
Germany

Catherine 
Chronaki, 
Secretary 
General, HL7 
Foundation

By Giorgio 
Cangioli, Chair, 
HL7 Italy

http://www.open-medicine.eu
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ISO/IDMP (Identification of 
Medicinal Products) standards 
can help. Thus far, workshops 
were organized in Madrid, Spain 
(May 22, 2016), Genoa, Italy (June 
14, 2016) and in Lisbon (June 
29, 2016). More workshops are 
planned in the Den Haag in the 
Netherlands, Brussels in Belgium, 
Athens in Greece, Stockholm in 
Sweden, and Warsaw in Poland.

The openMedicine workshop in 
Genoa, Italy, took place during 
IHIC2016 and was hosted by HL7 
Italy and the University of Genoa. 
HL7 Italy Chair Giorgio Cangioli 
welcomed the participants and 
introduced the objectives of 
the workshop and the project 
as a whole. Giovanni Ferretti, 
from the Italian drug regulatory 
body called AIFA, offered the 
vision of the Italian regulators 
toward equivocal identification of 
medicinal products across their 
lifecycle. He also introduced ISO/
IDMP and the plans of AIFA, 
in coordination with EMA, 
toward its implementation. HL7 
International Board Secretary 
Dr.  W. Ed Hammond continued 
with the vision of the standards 
organizations and HL7 in 
particular. During his presentation, 
he highlighted the role of HL7 in 
establishing the Joint Initiative 
Council for Global Health 
Information Standardization.

Catherine Chronaki and Jos 
Devlies moderated a panel 
comprised of HL7 affiliate leaders 
and representatives of Italian 
regions including: Christof 
Gessner, Gematik, Immediate 
past Chair HL7 Germany; Bert 
Kabbes, D&A Medical Group BV 
and Chair, HL7 the Netherlands; 
Stefan Sabutsch, ELGA, Chair HL7 

Austria; Libor Seidl, Chair HL7 
Czech Republic; Paolo Invernizzi, 
Lispa/Regione Lombardia, 
Italy; Stefano Dalmiani, FTGM 
CNR/Regione Toscana, Italy.

The panel reflected on the 
perceived and experienced gaps 
between the regulatory and the 
clinical world. As HL7 affiliates 
described the regulatory situation 
in their countries and its links to 
care, it became evident that the 
situation varies substantially. This 
creates significant challenges 
for the adoption of ISO/IDMP 
across Europe. Each country has a 
regulatory agency responsible for 
market authorization of medicinal 
products and pharmacovigilance. 
There are standardization 
activities around medication 
information (patient medication 
plan, ePrescription, patient 
summaries/referrals/discharge 
letters, medication documentation, 
etc.), but they are not usually 
related to standardization 
in the regulatory areas.  

In most countries there are also 
medicinal product dictionaries 
(MPD) which are “intermediate” 
databases managed by companies 
that obtain the drug list from the 
national regulator and deliver 
value-added content and services 
to clinical users by annotating 
and/or masking out part of the 
provided information, such as 
the marketing authorization 
number. Panelists called for more 
transparency related to changes 
made by the MPDS. Ideas included 
keeping original information and 
the development of mapping rules.

Data exchange between the 
clinical and pharmaceutical 
domains also involves mapping 
since they differ in the standards 

they use. For example, the sections 
of IDMP/SPOR (substance, 
product, organization and 
referential) vary in maturity. 
The “R” section addresses 
vocabularies for concepts that 
are also important for clinical 
care, e.g. dose forms, routes of 
administration, and units of 
measure. However, there seems 
to be a gap in how the clinical 
and regulatory realms address 
their terminology needs. Affiliates 
agreed that more coordination on 
the selected value sets is essential. 

A lively debate followed 
regarding how openMedicine 
recommendations on the 
implementation of IDMP may 
help bridge these gaps. In 
particular, the implications and 
potential impact of implementing 
IDMP at the European level for 
ePrescription/eDispensation 
at national and regional levels 
was discussed. Participants 
commented on the opportunities, 
challenges, and costs of the 
pending roll-out of IDMP. 

The participating affiliates agreed 
that collaborative activities 
are necessary to fully engage 
HL7 affiliates in the process 
of realizing the benefits of 
IDMP rollout in a coherent and 
consistent way across Europe.   

For more information, please 
visit the openMedicine website: 
www.open-medicine.eu. ■

For more information, 
please visit the 
openMedicine website:
www.open-medicine.eu

http://www.open-medicine.eu
http://www.open-medicine.eu
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Partnering for Interoperability: A Meeting of Minds

How FHIR Can Drive Progress on Today’s Interoperability Challenges

By Wayne 
Kubick, PhD, HL7 
International 
Chief Technology 
Officer

One of the more interesting aspects of 
HL7’s Fast Healthcare Interoperability 
Resources (FHIR®) standard is its 
ability to attract the attention of a 
much wider range of stakeholders than 
the traditional technical standards 
development community of HL7. 

This was apparent at the first Partners 
in Interoperability workshop in 
Washington, DC last April. The event 
brought together senior decision 
makers from the clinician, payer and 
biopharmaceutical communities to 

exchange ideas 
on how to make 
more progress 
toward a mutual 
goal of using 

FHIR to achieve “an interoperable 
healthcare system that leads to better 
patient care and improved outcomes.”

The Partners workshop was 
designed as a non-technical forum 
for business leaders to explore 
business objectives that could be 
met by FHIR and discuss how to 

work together to remove common 
barriers to change. The workshop 
alternated between presentations 
from senior government and industry 
leaders and breakout sessions for 
each of the three communities, which 
had somewhat differing levels of 
historical involvement with FHIR:

• For clinicians, who have been 
involved with FHIR from the 
earliest days, discussion focused 
on resolving key informatics 
problems like sharing patient 
information across organizations 
and developing better point-
of-care decision support 
to improve outcomes. This 
track was facilitated by Russ 
Leftwich of InterSystems.

• For payers, who now recognize the 
importance of FHIR in the age of 
MACRA, the focus was on how to 
improve patient care and increase 
healthcare value under the new 
payment models. This track was 
facilitated by Rosalyn Ryan of Dell.

Partners in 
Interoperability 

tm
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• For the Biopharmaceutical 
industry, which is just 
beginning to gain exposure 
to FHIR, the focus was on 
how the availability of FHIR 
APIs from EHR systems 
can expand secondary 
uses of healthcare data to 
improve clinical research 
and drug safety processes. 
This track was facilitated 
by HL7 International 
CTO Wayne Kubick. 

The meeting commenced with 
welcoming talks from HL7 
International CEO Dr. Charles 
Jaffe and Grahame Grieve, 
father and Product Director of 
FHIR. They were followed by 
an entertaining and informative 
FHIR tutorial presented by Dave 
Shaver of Corepoint Health. 

Participants then attended the 
first breakout session to discuss 
the opportunity space for FHIR 
and what types of progress 
might be possible in each area.

The afternoon began with a 
panel discussion from Steve 
Posnack of the ONC, Doug 
Fridsma of AMIA, and Micky 
Tripathi of the Argonaut Project. 
The panel explored the current 
state of interoperability. 

It was followed with subsequent 
breakouts to discuss the types of 
change management that would 
be necessary to successfully 
adopt FHIR in each area.

Day 2 commenced with 
encouraging case studies of 
successful FHIR implementations 
from Greg Barnowsky of 
Blue Cross, Dr. Stan Huff of 
Intermountain Healthcare, 
and Beverly Buckta and 
Chrissy Johnson of Pfizer.  

It was then followed by a session 
that reinforced the extraordinary 
opportunity of FHIR with 
observations on what’s holding 
us back by Rahul Dubey of AHIP, 
Dr. Michael Hodgkins of the AMA 
and Dr. Taha Kass-Hout of FDA on 
the precision medicine initiative.

The final breakout concluded 
with a dialogue on how to 
collaborate to move forward in 
each area. This yielded plans for 
additional workshops in July 
for the Clinicians and Payers to 
help further define requirements 
in these areas. There was also a 
spurt of energy and interest from 
Biopharma in becoming more 
engaged in the FHIR community, 
including exploring participation 
in upcoming FHIR connectathons.  

While each of the tracks 
demonstrated substantial 
progress toward meeting goals 
during the meeting, it was also 
gratifying to see the robust 
exchange of dialogue between 
the various participants of each 
community as they intermingled 
during lunch and breaks.  

Clearly, the meeting had thus 
achieved perhaps its most 
important goal – a common 
recognition that we’re on the 
cusp of making incredible 
breakthroughs toward improving 
interoperability through FHIR, 
and that we truly are all in this 
together as partners.  In this 
sense, Partners in Interoperability 
achieved a meeting of the minds 
on the importance of FHIR.  

The march will continue at the 
next Partners in Interoperability 
summit in October 2016.  ■

HL7 Welcomes  
New Members

Benefactor
• PEO DHMS - DoD/VA 

Interagency Program Office

Gold
• Iron Bridge Corp.

• IT21 Solutions, LLC

• Pareto Intelligence, LLC

Organizational
• AORN

• Astera Software

• Better Outcomes Corp.

• Bizmatics, Inc.

• BlueHealthLinx

• City of Toronto Long-Term 
Care Homes & Services

• Dynamic Health IT, Inc.

• EBSCO Health

• EPA / OCSPP / OPP / ITRMD 

• Fusion Powered, Inc.

• Georgia Department 
of Public Health

• Haemonetics Corporation

• Medicat LLC

• Mediclinic Southern Africa

• Ministry Door County 
Medical Center

• Nokia Technologies Oy

• Rhode Island Quality Institute

• PCPI

• University of Texas School 
of Biomedical Informatics
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A Fully Functional HL7 FHIR Based Ontology  
for Telehealth Data Management and Exchange 

Using FHIR to Address Telehealth Challenges

By Vasilis Kilintzis, 
PhD, Postdoctoral 
Researcher, 
Laboratory of 
Computing and 
Informatics 
Group, Aristotle 
University of 
Thessaloniki, 
Greece;

Ioanna 
Chouvarda, 
PhD, Assistant 
Professor, 
Laboratory of 
Computing and 
Informatics 
Group, Aristotle 
University of 
Thessaloniki, 
Greece

Integrated Care Data Challenges 

Integrated care links multiple levels 
of care management together and 
provides coordinated services, 
including telemedicine. In order for 
care to be integrated, professionals 
across the continuum of care from 
different organizations and health 
systems must collaborate on the 

prevention and 
management of 
chronic disease 
and co-morbidity 
for their patients.

In this context, multiple challenges 
arise with regards to data management, 
due to the disparity of the types of data 
that need to be managed, including 
clinical record data, bio-signals, 
derived features, subjective reports 
and provenance information. The 
solutions must be designed for 
multiple data and information sources 
as well as multiple access points. 
Additionally, they must provide the 

flexibility to meet the needs not only 
of standard EHR systems but also 
of PHRs and telehealth systems.

Data Management Scaffolding 
Framework: The Role of Ontology

We envision a framework applicable 
to integrated care data management 
which minimizes maintenance points, 
adheres to current state of the art 
standards, provides single point 
of extension and relies on Linked 
Data principles. This translates to 
a reusable, cost effective, scalable 
and sustainable solution, with the 
ability to reuse the stored information 
for a learning health system.

Core components of our framework 
are the underlying ontology that not 
only describes the domain entities but 
also acts as a roadmap for restful web 
service communication API and the 
persistent storage server that holds 
not only the actual data but also the 
current version of the ontology. 

We have developed an HL7 FHIR based ontology to support 
clinical and telehealth data storage and exchange in a 
scalable and low maintenance cost manner.
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The ontology acts as the data 
model of the domain and also 
contains the actual medical record 
data related to the disease in 
scope. In addition, it provides the 
roadmap upon which web services 
endpoints are automatically 
deployed. Finally, it defines the 
rules that, once applied, ensure 
that the stored information 
is valid and meaningful and 
allows the incorporation of 
additional domain knowledge 
to allow for decision support.

Building on Top of HL7-FHIR 
OWL Classes

We ensured that HL7 Fast 
Healthcare Interoperability 
Resources (FHIR®) was 
consistently applied in order 
to facilitate interoperability 
while preserving flexibility by 
taking the following two steps:

• HL7 FHIR primitive and 
complex data types were used 
as containers of all the data 
represented/stored in our 
ontology. This was achieved 
by developing a stand-
alone Resource Description 
Framework (RDF) vocabulary 
representing the data types 
alongside their validation 

rules. In this reusable 
vocabulary, the various FHIR 
data types are represented 
as distinct Ontology Web 
Language (OWL) classes. To 
represent any primitive value, 
one needs only to instantiate 
the relevant class and assign 
it a value using the rdf:value 
property. Each FHIR data 
type is defined as a subclass of 
fhir:PrimitiveType. Additional 
property restrictions are 
defined per class, in order to 
constrain the literal values 
on the rdf:value property  to 
the relevant XSD data types. 

• The appropriate HL7 FHIR 
resources were selected and 
defined in RDF/OWL in order 
to use them as parent classes of 
all our domain specific entities. 
The ontology is the common 
place for the entities definition 
and the actual data stored. 
The domain entities were 
defined as OWL classes 
while the actual recorded, 
reported, extracted and 
computed data were stored 
as ontology instances of the 
aforementioned classes. The 
decision to create classes for 
each domain entity was based 

on the need of restricting 
accepted values on specific 
resources (such as observation) 
in an equivalent way with the 
HL7 FHIR profiles.  
The ontology classes were 
grouped based on the 
conceptual relation and the 
common shared properties.

An Application Scenario 

The WELCOME project 
(http://www.welcome-project.
eu/) develops a technical 
solution for integrated care 
of, and self-management by, 
patients suffering from chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease 
with co-morbidities (chronic 
heart failure, diabetes, anxiety 
and depression). In this 
scenario, an application server 
is consuming the web services 
offered by the framework to 
provide EHR data related 
functionality to an end user. ■

Figure 1 Snapshot class hierarchy along with the visualization 
of the developed HL7 FHIR based ontology.

Available Online:
Visualization of the 
aforementioned ontologies can 
be found in http://medilomi.
med.auth.gr:8000/, while the 
ontologies can be accessed in the 
following links in order to view 
documentation or download as 
rdf/xml:

http://lomi.med.auth.gr/
ontologies/FHIRPrimitiveTypes/

http://lomi.med.auth.gr/
ontologies/FHIRComplexTypes/

http://lomi.med.auth.gr/
ontologies/FHIRResources/

http://lomi.med.auth.gr/
ontologies/WELCOME_entities/

Contact Email: ioannach@certh.gr 

http://www.welcome-project.eu/
http://www.welcome-project.eu/
http://medilomi.med.auth.gr:8000/
http://medilomi.med.auth.gr:8000/
http://lomi.med.auth.gr/ontologies/FHIRPrimitiveTypes/
http://lomi.med.auth.gr/ontologies/FHIRPrimitiveTypes/
http://lomi.med.auth.gr/ontologies/FHIRComplexTypes/
http://lomi.med.auth.gr/ontologies/FHIRComplexTypes/
http://lomi.med.auth.gr/ontologies/FHIRResources/
http://lomi.med.auth.gr/ontologies/FHIRResources/
http://lomi.med.auth.gr/ontologies/WELCOME_entities/
http://lomi.med.auth.gr/ontologies/WELCOME_entities/
mailto:ioannach@certh.gr
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A Fleet of Pilots on FHIR Goes Global

By
Elizabeth Aufiero, 
Business School, 
University of 
Massachusetts

David Kreda, 
Consultant to 
Harvard Medical 
School

Gil Alterovitz, 
Harvard Medical 
School/Boston 
Children’s 
Hospital

FHIR Genomics consists of FHIR 
profiles and resources that are used 
to describe genomics data, including 
linkages to other FHIR resources 
(see “Piloting Precision Medicine via 

Connectathon: 
FHIR Genomics” 
in the May 
2016 issue of 
HL7 News). 

FHIR Genomics has been cited 
by the White House Office of the 
National Coordinator (ONC), the 
Precision Medicine Task Force 
(September 2015), and the National 
Institutes of Health’s (NIH) 
Precision Medicine Cohort Program 
(November 2015) as a standard for 
advancing precision medicine for 
point-of-care needs. Interest in 

precision medicine, combined with 
an increasing focus on achieving 
breakthroughs in clinical data 
interoperability and the popularity 
FHIR has already achieved among 
healthcare IT vendors, makes this 
an opportune time to incorporate 
genomics into FHIR. As a result, 
many organizations are piloting 
FHIR Genomics around the globe – 
in China, Scotland, and the United 
States (see map). While interest 
will surely grow as a result of the 
HL7 Clinical Genomics Work 
Group’s work to prepare FHIR 
Genomics for the September 2016 
FHIR Standard for Trial Use 3 
(STU3) ballot, the array of pilots 
is already impressive. Here’s a 
sampling from a fleet of pilots:

At the May 2016 HL7 Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources 
(FHIR®) Connectathon in Montreal, many people participated in both 
the connectathon track and tutorial devoted to FHIR Genomics. 
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In the summer of 2015, the Global Alliance for Genomics 
and Health (GA4GH) began the exploratory phase of 
a project designed to test the emerging standards for 
federated analysis of genomic data. The project is led 
by the Stratified Medicine Scotland Innovation Centre 
and Aridhia Informatics, out of Glasgow and Edinburgh, 
Scotland. In the Proof of Concept statement for GA4GH in 
July 2015, Aridhia Informatics Chief Technology Officer 
Rodrigo Barnes explained that federated analysis refers to 
the ability to perform distributed analysis on data that is not 
physically shared. It allows diverse and widespread groups 
to collaborate and share data in the form of a virtual data set 
comprised of information and/or data from multiple sites. 
Some of the current standards come from GA4GH for pure 
genomic data sets, but will also begin to incorporate HL7 
FHIR and FHIR Genomics in order to test combined clinical 
and genomic data sets. Participating organizations include:

• University of California, Santa Cruz

• Royal Melbourne Hospital & Biogrid Australia

• Beijing Institute of Genetics, Chinese Academy of Science

• EMC R&D – Skolkovo, Russia

• Wellcome Trust Centre for Human Genetics – Oxford, England

• Harvard/MIT – Cambridge, MA

• Australia – Health Intersections

The exploratory phase is complete and the proof of concept phase began in August of 2016. 

Jeremy Warner, MD, MS, and the Medical Director of the 
Vanderbilt Cancer Registry at Vanderbilt University in 
Nashville, TN, discussed the SMART Precision Cancer 
Medicine (PCM) prototype, which began development 
in late summer of 2014. This prototype visualizes 
genomic information in real-time and compares somatic 
mutations detected for a specific patient and diagnosis 
with comparable population level data. PCM is open-
source and is designed to help clinicians determine where 
individual patients fall on the population-level scale of 
genetic somatic mutations. Warner states that the app 
can be used on any SMART on FHIR-enabled EHR that 
supports the FHIR Genomics extensions and is designed 
to be able to evolve in parallel as knowledge bases expand. 
The pilot is ongoing and is now focusing on expanding the 
visualization capabilities for complex genomic data, as 
well as possibly expanding to include other data streams. 

Jeremy Warner, MD, MS, 
Assistant Professor of Medicine 
and Biomedical Informatics 
– Vanderbilt University
“Working with HL7 and the FHIR 
group has been highly collaborative and 
has resulted in rapid turnaround and 
enhancement of the FHIR Genomics 
standards. The pilot illustrated the 
challenges of representing new medical 
data in particular the large number 
of nomenclatures, terminologies, 
and web resources available for use. 
Defining a standard ultimately means 
constraining against scope creep, 
and this is an ongoing process.”

Federated Queries SMART on FHIR Server – Global Alliance for Genomics and Health

Rodrigo Barnes, CTO – 
Aridhia Informatics
“As part of funding from the 
Scottish Government to establish 
a precision medicine ecosystem, 
SMS-IC is extending its informatics 
capability to add better support for 
HL7 FHIR and FHIR Genomics. 
As part of this work Aridhia is 
designing a set of components 
that provide portable, standards-
based interfaces that facilitate the 
integration of genomics in clinical 
workflows. Throughout 2017, we 
expect to test this approach with a 
number of exemplar programmes 
in oncology and neurology and look 
forward to reporting back when 
we have some concrete results.”
 

SMART Precision Cancer Medicine – Vanderbilt University
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AEGIS.net Inc. began the Touchstone Project in May 2015. 
AEGIS.net Lead Consultant Richard Ettema provided some 
background and details about the project. He explained that 
Touchstone is an Infrastructure as a Service and Testing as a 
Service solution which provides a mechanism for assessing a 
test system’s conformance and interoperability using published 
standards and specifications. Touchstone uses the FHIR DSTU2 
TestScript resource in order to allow the use of test cases written 
by business users, rather than just tests written in complex 
code by developers. Ettema stated that Touchstone will also 
provide monitoring for the implementation of standards, and 
the quality of vendors and implementers by storing all test 
results confidentially but providing access to general statistics. 

The system was first deployed in September of 2015 and 
supports the HL7 FHIR versions DSTU 2.0, DSTU 2.1, 
and STU 3 Candidate. AEGIS.net began working with the 
FHIR Genomics group prior to the January 2016 FHIR 
Connectathon. AEGIS covered two of the eight FHIR 
Genomics testing scenarios at that time, and at the May 
2016 Connectathon they covered all eight FHIR Genomics 
scenarios. The FHIR Genomics test suite is currently available 
24 hours per day to allow all participants to test as needed.

The Touchstone service will be publicly available on 
an ongoing basis for interoperability and conformance 
testing for the HL7 FHIR specification and standard.

Richard J. Ettema, Lead 
Consultant, Touchstone – 
AEGIS.net, Inc. Rockville, MD
“At the Connectathon 12 event, 
we were able to provide test 
definitions for all eight of the 
FHIR Genomics test scenarios. 
This was due again to Gil 
(Alterovitz)’s and the HL7 
Clinical Genomics Work Group’s 
enthusiastic support of testing 
in Touchstone. A major lesson 
learned from this experience 
is that in order to provide 
valuable and relevant testing 
scenarios for a problem domain, 
it is critical to have support 
from the domain stakeholders 
and subject matter experts.”

Bowen Gong, Software Engineer 
– Hefei University of Technology
“The FHIR Genomics provide lots 
of standards for EHR and genomics, 
which I think can be useful in gene 
therapy. The SMART platform 
provides a unified way for gene and 
medical information gathering, 
processing and researching. The 
experience with FHIR is interesting 
and delightful. I learned a lot about 
EHR and genomic information 
standard, and the newest 
developments of medical/EHR.”

In November 2015, developers at Hefei University of 
Technology in China began work on the Diagnostic 
Order/Reporter. Bowen Gong, a software engineer at 
Hefei Institute of Technology described the structure 
and functions of the apps. He explained that the Order/
Reporter consists of two SMART on FHIR applications 
which allow clinicians to place an order requesting 
genomic testing through the Diagnostic Order app. 
Companies and labs receive the orders and submit the 
reports through the Reporter app. All test results are stored 
on the SMART on FHIR platform and are available for 
other applications to access for research purposes. The 
development work on the apps is completed and the apps 
are being deployed as a VM image running on the server. 
The project is scheduled for completion in November 2016. 

Continued from page 35

Diagnostic Order/Reporter Apps – Hefei University of Technology

Touchstone – AEGIS.net, Inc.
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Local HL7 FHIR Specification-Based Website – 
Seqtech Diagnostic, LLC 

Seqtech Diagnostic, LLC has developed a local 
HL7 FHIR specification website to provide 
payload validation. Jonathan Holt, DO, MS, 
FACMG, Executive VP, Chief Medical Officer and 
Chief Informatics Officer at Seqtech Diagnostic, 
discussed the company’s current products including 
a tumor profile for cancer, a pharmacogenomics 
product, and a food testing product. Recently, 
the company has been focusing primarily on 
food testing. He added that the company is now 
experimenting with packaging HL7 FHIR bundles 
as base64 encoded JSON files and plans to send 
them to customers along with a PDF containing 
interpretive results. These projects are ongoing.

Development of HLA Genotyping Reporting with 
FHIR – National Marrow Donor Program/Be the 
Match 

Bob Milius, Senior Data Analyst at the National 
Marrow Donor Program(NMDP)/Be the Match, 
provided an update on how the organization is 
using FHIR. They are looking at HL7 FHIR as a 
data exchange standard to report human leukocyte 
antigen (HLA) genotyping results. The project 
involves mapping the Histoimmunogenetics Markup 
Language (HML) to FHIR. Milius explained that 
HML is a technical implementation of reporting 
principles outlined in the Minimum Information for 
Reporting Next Generation Sequence Genotyping 
(MIRING). The organization uses HML to exchange 
HLA typing data. The goal of the project is to 
implement the MIRING principles in FHIR so 
NMDP’s partnering transplant centers and typing 
labs can use FHIR to report the HLA genotyping 
information for patients and donors. Milius states 
that the organization has begun the initial mapping 
of HML to FHIR and is also working on setting up a 
FHIR server based on the HAPI open source server 
as seen at https://github.com/jamesagnew/hapi-fhir. 
This pilot began in January of 2016 and is ongoing.

FHIR-Based Predictive Analytics: A Family 
History/Genetics Pilot – Massachusetts 
General Hospital

Brett Johnson, researcher at Boston Children’s 
Hospital, discussed a pilot utilizing FHIR to enable 
predictive analytics. He explained that Dana 
Farber Cancer Institute (DFCI), Intermountain 
Healthcare, Cerner, Massachusetts General 
Hospital, and SysBioChem LLC are collaborating 
on the design of a harmonized system to integrate 
genetic/risk assessment and family history 
based HL7 FHIR files into the electronic health 
record (EHR). The project is initially focusing 
on developing a translator for FHIR to Version 
3 for the web service at DFCI, but has led to 
increased interest in developing a data model 
that can be shared between organizations. The 
model may then be used for predictive analytics 
by adding corroborated risk information and may 
evolve to include a SMART app. Johnson stated 
that this data model “will provide the basis for a 
functional, validated prediction model that will 
serve as a testable pilot for integrating genetic 
and clinical data for use by all stakeholders.”

FDA precisionFDA – precisionFDA Server 

As part of President Obama’s Precision Medicine 
Initiative, the Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) is working on its precisionFDA initiative. 
The precisionFDA platform, developed with the 
support of DNAnexus, is a portal for research and 
development that allows users to test, pilot, and 
validate approaches for processing the genomic 
data collected through Next Generation Sequencing 
(NGS) techniques. The precisionFDA work on FHIR 
will enable communication of genomics/sequencing 
test metrics such that apps can integrate this for 
use by providers and consumers. Learn more on 
precisionFDA at: https://precision.fda.gov/about 

Conclusion

The organizations involved in these pilots have expressed satisfaction with their trial experiences with FHIR 
Genomics. It is likely that they will continue these projects and that new organizations will initiate pilot studies 
in the coming months, both as interest in precision medicine continues to increase and FHIR STU3 provides 
for a larger set of structured genomics data and a more comprehensive set of resource interlinkages. ■

https://github.com/jamesagnew/hapi-fhir
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HL7 International is partnering with the 3rd European 

Congress on eCardiology and eHealth to bring together 

cardiovascular clinicians, healthcare professionals, 

eHealth experts and technology developers in Berlin on 

October 26-28, 2016. 

The HL7 Foundation is co-organizing this event with the 

e-Cardiology working group of the European Society of 

Cardiology. A session on eMedication connected to the 

openMedicine project and a session titled The Impact of 

Patient Summaries on the Practice of Medicine: What to 

Expect from eStandards take place on October 28. 

In addition, attendees can visit three departments of 

telemedicine in the Charité Hospital on October 26.

HL7 members using HL7ECARDIO16 code receive 
15% off the regular registration

www.e-cardiohealth.com

http://www.e-cardiohealth.com
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Benefactors

SAVE THE DATE FOR HIMSS17

February 19-23, 2017 

Orlando, Florida

Join us in the HL7 Booth (#943) 
at the HIMSS17 Exhibit!

HL7 will offer 
a variety of 
education 
sessions covering 
HL7 standards 
such as FHIR, 
CDA and current 
industry topics 
such as precision 
medicine and 
the Argonaut 
Project. Visit our 
booth to learn 
more about how 
HL7 is advancing 
healthcare IT 
interoperability 
across the globe.
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BENEFACTORS
Accenture
AEGIS.net, Inc.
Allscripts
Centers for Disease Control 

and Prevention/CDC
Cerner Corporation
Duke Translational Medicine Institute
Edifecs, Inc.
Epic
Food and Drug Administration
GE Healthcare
IBM
Intermountain Healthcare
InterSystems
Kaiser Permanente
McKesson Corporation
NICTIZ Nat.ICT.Inst.Healthc.Netherlands
Office of the National Coordinator 

for Health IT
Optum
Partners HealthCare System, Inc.
PEO DHMS - DoD/VA Interagency 

Program Office
Pfizer
Philips Healthcare
Quest Diagnostics, Incorporated
Tenet Healthcare
U.S. Department of Defense, 

Military Health System
U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs

GOLD
Akana
American Health Information 

Management Association
Apprio, Inc.
CAL2CAL Corporation
CDISC
Central Health
C-HIT
CNIPS, LLC
Community Health Network of CT
Corepoint Health
Department of State Health 

Services (Texas)
Digital Healthcare Solutions 

Arabia (DHS Arabia)
Edidin Group, Inc.
eHealth Initiative
ESAC Inc
Fresenius Vial
Health and Social Care Information Centre

Health Care Service Corporation
Healthcare Integration Technologies
Hyland Software
Info World
Inofile
iNTERFACEWARE, Inc.
Iron Bridge Corp.
IT21 Solutions, LLC
Klein Consulting Informatics LLC
Liaison Technologies Inc.,
Microsoft Corporation
MinuteClinic
National Association of Dental Plans
NIH/Department of Clinical 

Research Informatics
PenRad
Ready Computing Inc.
Rochester RHIO
Sparx Systems
St. Joseph Health
Standing Stone, LLC
Starwest Tech
t2b AG
UMass Memorial Health Care
Varian Medical Systems
WiseDesign

CONSULTANTS
AHIS - St. John Providence Health
Altarum Institute
Analysts International (AIC)
Beeler Consulting LLC
BlueHealthLinx
CentriHealth
Cognosante, LLC
Conducive Consulting, inc.
Dapasoft Inc.
Edmond Scientific Company
EnableCare LLC
FEI.com
Fulcrum Consulting Inc. DBA 

Contineo Health
Fusion Powered, Inc.
Haas Consulting
Health Intersections Pty Ltd
HLN Consulting, LLC
iEHR.eu
Interfix, LLC
Just Associates, Inc.
Lantana Consulting Group
Liberty IT Solution
M*Modal, Inc.

MCNA Dental
Motive Medical Intelligence
OTech, Inc.
Point-of-Care Partners
Professional Laboratory Management, Inc.
River Rock Associates
Rob Savage Consulting
Shafarman Consulting
SLI Global Solutions
Strategic Solutions Group, LLC
Systex, Inc.
Vernetzt, LLC
Virginia Riehl
Whipple Consulting, LLC

GENERAL INTEREST
Academy of Nutrition & Dietetics
Advanced Medical Technology 

Association (AdvaMed)
Agence eSante Luxembourg
Alabama Department of Public Health
American Assoc. of Veterinary 

Lab Diagnosticians
American Clinical Laboratory Association
American College of Cardiology
American College of Physicians
American College of Radiology
American College of Surgeons, NTDB
American Immunization Registry 

Association (AIRA)
American Medical Association
American Psychiatric Association
AORN
Arizona Department of Health Services
Association of Public Health Laboratories
ASTHO
Australian Digital Health Agency
CA Department of Public Health
California Department of 

Health Care Services
Cambia Health Solutions
Center for Medical Interoperability
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services
City of Houston
City of Toronto Long-Term 

Care Homes & Services
College of American Pathologists
College of Healthcare Information 

Mgmt. Executives
Colorado Regional Health 

Information Organization
Connecticut Department of Public Health
Contra Costa County Health Services

Organizational Members
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Council of State and Territorial 
Epidemiologists

Department of Developmental Services
Department of Health & Human Services
DGS, Commonwealth of Virginia
ECRI Institute
EPA / OCSPP / OPP / ITRMD - 7502P
Estonian eHealth Foundation
Florida Department of Health
Georgia Department of Public Health
GS1 US
Health Sciences South Carolina
Healthcare Services Platform Consortium
HealtheConnections
ICCBBA, Inc.
IFPMA (as trustee for ICH)
Illinois Department of Public Health
Indian Health Service
Iowa Department of Public Health
Japan Pharmaceutical 

Manufacturers Association
L.A. County Dept of Public Health
Mary Greeley Medical Center
Michigan Health Information Network
Michigan State University HIT
Minnesota Department of Health
Missouri Department of Health 

& Senior Services
NAACCR
National Center for Health Statistics/CDC
National Centre for Healthcare 

Information Systems
National Council for Prescription 

Drug Programs
National Institute of Standards 

and Technology
National Library of Medicine
National Marrow Donor Program
NCQA
New Mexico Department of Health
New York State Office of Mental Health
NJDOH
Oklahoma State Department of Health
Oregon Public Health Division
OSEHRA
Pathology Associates Medical Laboratories
PCPI
Pharmaceuticals & Medical 

Devices Agency
Primary Care Information 

Project, NYC Dept Health
Provincial Health Services Authority
Radiological Society of North America
Ramsey County Public Health
Region Syddanmark
Rhode Island Quality Institute
SAMHSA

SC Dept. of Health & 
Environmental Control HS

Social Security Administration
Strathmore University
Tennessee Department of Health
Texas Health Services Authority
The Joint Commission
The Sequoia Project
United Physicians
Univ of TX School of 

Biomedical Informatics
University of AL at Birmingham
University of Miami
University of Minnesota
University of Texas Medical 

Branch at Galveston
Virginia Department of Health
Washington State Department of Health
Westat
WNY HEALTHeLINK
WorldVistA

PAYERS
Anthem Inc.
Arkansas Blue Cross Blue Shield
Avalon Healthcare Solutions
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Alabama
Blue Cross Blue Shield Association
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan
Blue Cross Blue Shield of South Carolina
BlueCross BlueShield of Tennessee
Delta Dental Plans Association
Healthspring
Highmark Health
Meridian Health Plan
Premera Blue Cross
Wisconsin Physicians Service Ins. Corp.

PHARMACY
GlaxoSmithKline
Merck & Co. Inc.

PROVIDERS
Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium
Albany Medical Center
Albany Medical Center Hospital
almerys
ARUP Laboratories, Inc.
Ascension Health Information Services
BJC HealthCare
Blessing Hospital
Boston Children’s Hospital
Boston Medical Center
Carilion Services, Inc.
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center
Central Illinois Radiological Associates
Centre Hospitalier du Nord
CHI

Children’s Mercy Hospitals and Clinics
CHRISTUS Health
City of Hope National Medical Center
Cleveland Clinic Health System
Cottage Health System
Deaconess Health System
Diagnostic Laboratory Services
Duncan Regional Hospital, Inc.
Emory Healthcare
Fresenius Medical Care North America
Geisinger Health System
Hendricks Regional Health
Hill Physicians Medical Group
Holzer Health System
Johns Hopkins Aramco Healthcare
Johns Hopkins Hospital
KMH Cardiology & Diagnostic Centres
Laboratory Corporation of America
Lee Memorial Health System
Lexington Medical Center
Loyola University Health System
Mayo Clinic
Mediclinic Southern Africa
Mednax Services, Inc.
Meridian Health
Ministry Door County Medical Center
Muculoskeletal Imaging Consultants
MultiCare Health System
New York-Presbyterian Hospital
North Carolina Baptist Hospitals, Inc.
Patient First
Perry Community Hospital
Pocono Medical Center
Prime Healthcare Services - Monroe, LLC
Rady Children’s Hospital
Regenstrief Institute, Inc.
RTZ Associates, Inc
Sharp HealthCare Information Systems
Sparrow Health System
Stanford Children’s Health
Summa Health System
Sutter Health
Texas Health Resources
The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia
Trinity Health
Tuomey Healthcare System
UK HealthCare
UNC Health Care System
University of Louisville Physicians
University of Nebraska Medical Center
University of Utah Pediatric 

Critical Care/IICRC
University Physicians, Inc.
UT M.D. Anderson Cancer Center
Vanderbilt University Medical Center
West Virginia University Hospitals
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VENDORS
3M Health Information Systems
Accelerate Diagnostics Inc.
ACUTA LLC
AEgis Technologies
Amtelco
Apelon, Inc.
Applied PilotFish Healthcare Integration
Assistentis, SIA
Astera Software
Aversan Inc
Beckman Coulter, Inc.
Becton Dickinson
Better Outcomes Corp.
Bizmatics, Inc.
Care Everywhere, LLC
Catalyze
Cedaron Medical, Inc.
Cerus
Change Healthcare
ChartLogic, Inc.
ChartWise Medical Systems, Inc.
ClientTrack
Clinical Architecture LLC
Clinical Data Management
Clinical Software Solutions
Clinicomp, Intl
CMG Technologies Sdn Bhd
Cognitive Medical Systems
Comet Information Systems
Community Computer Service, Inc.
Compania de Informatica Aplicata
Computrition, Inc.
COMS Interactive, LLC
Converging Data Pty Ltd
Covidien
CSC Scandihealth A/S
Curaspan Health Group
Cyberpulse L.L.C.
Dansk Medicinsk Datacenter ApS
Data Innovations, LLC
Datuit, LLC
Deer Creek Pharmacy Services
Dell Services
Diameter Health
Digital Infuzion, Inc.
Document Storage Systems, Inc.
DocuTrac, Inc.
Dolbey & Company
Dynamic Health IT, Inc.
EBM Technologies Inc.
EBSCO Health

ECD EMC Corporation
eHealth Data Solutions, LLC
ELEKTA
EMD Systems Software, Inc
eMedApps Inc.
ESO Solutions
Evident
ExactData LLC
EXTEDO
EyeMD EMR Healthcare Systems, Inc.
ezEMRx
Fenestrae
First Databank
Flatiron Health
Foothold Technology
Forte Research Systems, Inc.
Futures Group
Genesis Systems, Inc.
Geriatric Practice Management
Goldblatt Systems, LLC
Greenway Health
Haemonetics Corporation
Health Care Software, Inc.
Health Companion, Inc.
Health Symmetric, Inc./SocialCare
Healthland
HealthTrio, LLC
Healthwise, Inc.
heartbase, inc.
Hi3 Solutions
Honeycomb Networks, Inc.
i2i Systems
Iatric Systems
ICS Software, Ltd.
Infor
Information Builders
Information Management Associates
Intellicure, Inc.
Intelligent Medical Objects (IMO)
Intelligent Records Systems & Services
Interbit Data, Inc.
Isoprime Corporation
Jopari Solutions
Kestral Computing Pty Ltd
Lab Warehouse, Inc.
Labware, Inc.
Lamprey Networks, Inc.
Lazy
Leidos, Inc.
LexisNexis Vitalchek Network Inc.
Logibec
Logical Images Inc.

M.S. Group Software, LLC
ManTech International Corporation
MCIS
MDT Technical Services, Inc.
MedConnect, Inc.
MedEvolve, Inc.
MEDHOST, Inc.
Medical Messenger Holdings LLC
MedicaSoft
Medicat LLC
Medicity, Inc.
Medicomp Systems, Inc.
MediSked, LLC
Medisolv Inc
MEDITECH, Inc
Mediture
Medtronic
MedUnison LLC
MedVirginia
MGRID
Mitchell & McCormick, Inc
ModuleMD LLC
Morris Systems Inc
MPN Software Systems, Inc.
NaviNet
NetDirector
NextGen Healthcare Information 

Systems, Inc.
Nokia Technologies Oy
Ockham Information Services LLC
OMNICOM srl
OneHealthPort
Orchard Software
Orion Health
OTTR Chronic Care Solutions
OZ Systems
Pareto Intelligence, LLC
Patient Resource LLC
Physicians Medical Group of 

Santa Cruz County
Point Click Care
Post-N-Track Corporation
Practice Fusion
Pragmatic Data LLC
Premier Healthcare Alliance
Procura
Prometheus Computing LLC
Prometheus Research, LLC
Pulse Systems Inc.
QS/1 Data Systems, Inc.
QuadraMed Corporation
Qvera

Organizational Members (Continued)
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Real Seven, LLC
Reed Technology and 

Information Services Inc.
Roche Diagnostics International Ltd.
Rosch Visionary Systems
Sabiamed Corporation
Samarind Ltd
SHAPE HITECH, LLC
Simavita Pty Ltd
SOAPware, Inc.
Softek Solutions, Inc.
Software AG USA, Inc.
Southwestern Provider Services, Inc

SRSsoft, Inc.
Stockell Healthcare Systems, Inc.
Summit Healthcare Services, Inc.
Summit Imaging, Inc.
Sunquest Information Systems
Surescripts
SurgiVision Consultants, Inc.
TESCHGlobal
The CBORD Group Inc.
The Echo Group
The MITRE Corporation
Thrasys, Inc.
TIBCO Software Inc.

Transcend Insights
Uniform Data System for 

Medical Rehabilitation
VigiLanz Corporation
Wasko S.A.
WebMD Health Services
Wellsoft Corporation
Wolters Kluwer Health
WoundVision, LLC
XIFIN, Inc.
Zoho Corp.

Congratulations to the following people  
who recently passed the HL7 Certification Exam

Newly Certified HL7 Specialists

Certified HL7 Version 2.x Chapter 2  
Control Specialist
MARCH 2016
Supharerk Thawillarp
Veronica Cascante Martinez
Alejandra Mosquera Gómez
Monica Garcia
Cristina  Puga

APRIL 2016
Rishi Pathak
Susana Aranda Gonzalez
Syed Abidi
Upendhar Polagani

MAY 2016
Prasanthi Paruchuri
Kaustuv Halder
Soumya Sarangi

JUNE 2016
Kirti Kaul
Tarun Kumar
Nikhil Thomas
Chidamber Kumar
Govind Bhala
Hari Swaroop Gangwar
Jai Shakti
Kartik Garg
Naga Priyanka Daggubati
Rajani Deshpande
Rajeev Kumar Ranjan
Ravikiran Rangaswamy
Shivashankar DJ
Sowmya Varakeri
Sravan Kumar P
Sudhir Singh
Sunayana S
Sushant Kumar

JULY 2016
Adrian Rodriguez  
Lakshmi Manral

Certified HL7  
CDA Specialist
MARCH 2016
Daniel Lopez Robles
Victor Varon
Alexis Cardaci

APRIL 2016
Ignacio Testa
Adrian Ara Aparisi

MAY 2016
Lochana Padmanabhan
Ivan Martin
Eduardo Pérez Mederos
Eduardo Martinez Pardeiro
James Villegas
Ana Cristina Yague

JUNE 2016
Cyr Bakinde
Tono Garcia Parada
Tzu-Wei Tseng
Han-Yu Chia
Pei-Hsin Chen

JULY 2016
Cristofer Mateos

Certified HL7  
Version 3 RIM 
Specialist

MARCH 2016
Vimal Dhale
Reema Shirwaikar
Divyen Bari

MAY 2016
Supharerk Thawillarp

JUNE 2016
Ihor Andrukhiv
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CHAIR
Ken McCaslin, MAR
Accenture  
Phone: 703-457-4729
Email: H.Kenneth.McCaslin@accenture.
com

CHIEF TECHNICAL 
OFFICER EMERITUS
John Quinn, FHL7
HL7 International 
Phone: 216-409-1330 
Email: jquinn@HL7.org

CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER
Wayne Kubick
Health Level Seven International 
Phone: 847-842-1846 
Email: wkubick@HL7.org

TSC MEMBER EMERITUS
George (Woody) Beeler, Jr., PhD
Beeler Consulting, LLC 
Phone: 507-254-4810 
Email: woody@beelers.com

ARB CHAIR
Anthony Julian, FHL7 
Mayo Clinic  
Phone: 507-266-0958  
Email: ajulian@mayo.edu

ARB VICE CHAIR
Lorraine Constable
HL7 Canada  
Phone: +1 780-951-4853  
Email: lorraine@constable.ca

INTERNATIONAL  
REPRESENTATIVES 
Giorgio Cangioli 
HL7 Italy  
Email: giorgio.cangioli@gmail.com
Jean Duteau 
Duteau Design Inc.  
Phone: 780-328-6395  
Email: jean@duteaudesign.com

DOMAIN EXPERTS CO-CHAIRS
Melva Peters 
HL7 Canada 
Phone: 778-228-4839  
Email: mpeters@gevityinc.com
John Roberts 
Tennessee Department of Health  
Phone: 615-741-3702  
Email: john.a.roberts@tn.gov

FOUNDATION & TECHNOLOGY 
CO-CHAIRS 
Russell Hamm
IMO 
Phone: 507-271-0227 
Email: russellhamm@gmail.com
Paul Knapp 
Knapp Consulting, Inc.  
Phone: 604-987-3313  
Email: pknapp@pknapp.com

STRUCTURE & SEMANTIC 
DESIGN CO-CHAIRS
Calvin Beebe
Mayo Clinic 
Phone: 507-284-3827 
Email: cbeebe@mayo.edu
Gora Datta
CAL2CAL Corporation 
Phone: 949-955-3443 
Email: gora@cal2cal.com

TECHNICAL & SUPPORT 
SERVICES CO-CHAIRS
Andy Stechishin 
HL7 Canada  
Phone: 780-903-0885  
Email: andy.stechishin@gmail.com 
Sandra Stuart
Kaiser Permanente 
Phone: 925-519-5735 
Email: sandra.stuart@kp.org

AD-HOC MEMBER
Freida Hall
Quest Diagnostics, Incorporated 
Phone: 610-650-6794 
Email: freida.x.hall@questdiagnostics.com
Austin Kreisler
Leidos, Inc. 
Phone: 706-525-1181 
Email: austin.j.kreisler@leidos.com

DOMAIN EXPERTS
Anesthesiology
Attachments
Biomedical Research Integrated 

Domain Group
Child Health
Clinical Genomics
Clinical Interoperability Council
Clinical Quality Information
Community Based Collaborative Care
Emergency Care
Health Care Devices
Patient Care
Pharmacy
Public Health & Emergency Response 
Regulated Clinical Research 

Information Management

FOUNDATION & TECHNOLOGY
Application Implementation & Design
Clinical Information Modeling Initiative
Conformance & Guidance for 

Implementation/Testing
Implementable Technology Specifications
Infrastructure & Messaging
Modeling & Methodology
Security
Service Oriented Architecture 
Templates
Vocabulary

TECHNICAL/SUPPORT SERVICES
Education
Electronic Services & Tools
Healthcare Standards Integration
International Mentoring Committee
Learning Health Systems 
Process Improvement Committee
Project Services
Publishing

STRUCTURE & 
SEMANTIC DESIGN
Arden Syntax
Clinical Decision Support
Clinical Statement
Electronic Health Record
Financial Management
Imaging Integration
Mobile Health
Orders & Observations
Patient Administration
Structured Documents

2016 TECHNICAL STEERING COMMITTEE MEMBERS

Steering Divisions
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HL7 Work Group Co-Chairs
ANESTHESIA
Martin Hurrell, PhD

Phone: +44 7711-669-522
Email: martinhurrell@gmail.com

Ellen Torres
Email: etworks@outlook.com

John Walsh, MD
Partners HealthCare System, Inc.
Phone: +1 781-416-8526
Email: jwalsh@partners.org

APPLICATION IMPLEMENTATION 
& DESIGN
Rene Spronk, FHL7

HL7 Netherlands
Phone: +31 318-553812
Email: rene.spronk@ringholm.com

Andy Stechishin
HL7 Canada
Phone: +1 780-903-0885
Email: andy.stechishin@gmail.com

ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD
Lorraine Constable

HL7 Canada
Phone: +1 780-951-4853
Email: lorraine@constable.ca

Anthony Julian, FHL7
Mayo Clinic
Phone: +1 507-266-0958
Email: ajulian@mayo.edu

Wayne Kubick
Health Level Seven International
Phone: +1 847-842-1846
Email: wkubick@hl7.org

ARDEN SYNTAX
Peter Haug, MD

Intermountain Healthcare
Phone: +1 801-507-9253
Email: peter.haug@imail.org

Robert Jenders, MD, MS
Charles Drew University/UCLA
Phone: +1 323-249-5734
Email: jenders@ucla.edu

ATTACHMENTS
Durwin Day

Health Care Service Corporation
Phone: +1 312-653-5948
Email: dayd@bcbsil.com

Craig Gabron
Blue Cross Blue Shield of South Carolina
Phone: +1 803-763-1790
Email: craig.gabron@bcbssc.com

BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH 
INTEGRATED DOMAIN GROUP
Edward Helton PhD 

National Cancer Institute
Phone: +1 301-480-4290
Email: heltone2@mail.nih.gov

Mary Ann Slack 
Food and Drug Administration
Phone: +1 301-796-0603
Email: maryann.slack@fda.hhs.gov

CHILD HEALTH 
Gaye Dolin, MSN, RN

Intelligent Medical Objects (IMO)
Phone: +1 847-613-6645
Email: gdolin@imo-online.com

Michael Padula, MD, MBI 
The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia
Phone: +1 215-590-1653
Email: padula@email.chop.edu

Feliciano Yu, MD
St. Louis Children’s Hospital
Phone: +1 314-454-2808
Email: yu_f@kids.wustl.edu

CLINICAL DECISION SUPPORT       
Guilherme Del Fiol, MD, PhD

University of Utah Health Care
Phone: +1 801-213-4129
Email: guilherme.delfiol@utah.edu

Robert Jenders, MD, MS
Charles Drew University/UCLA
Phone: +1 323-249-5734
Email: jenders@ucla.edu

Kensaku Kawamoto, MD, PhD
University of Utah Health Care
Phone: +1 801-587-8001
Email: kensaku.kawamoto@utah.edu

Howard Strasberg, MD, MS
Wolters Kluwer Health
Phone: +1 858-481-4249
Email: howard.strasberg@

wolterskluwer.com

CLINICAL GENOMICS
Gil Alterovitz, PhD

Boston Children’s Hospital
Email: ga@alum.mit.edu

Siew Lam, MD, MSc
Intermountain Healthcare
Phone: +1 801-507-9630
Email: siew.lam@imail.org

Bob Milius, PhD
National Marrow Donor Program
Phone: +1 612-627-5844
Email: bmilius@nmdp.org

Amnon Shabo, PhD
Philips Healthcare
Email: amnon.shvo@gmail.com

Mollie Ullman-Cullere, MS, MSE, MBA
Better Outcomes Corp.
Email: mollie@betteroutcomes.com

CLINICAL INFORMATION 
MODELING INITIATIVE
Linda Bird, BIT, PhD

IHTSDO
Email: ibi@ihtsdo.org

Stanley Huff, MD, FHL7
Intermountain Healthcare
Phone: +1 801-507-9111
Email: stan.huff@imail.org

Galen Mulrooney, MBA
U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs
Phone: +1 703-815-0900
Email: galen.mulrooney@jpsys.com

Harold Solbrig
Mayo Clinic
Email: solbrig.harold@mayo.edu

CLINICAL INTEROPERABILITY 
COUNCIL
W. Edward Hammond, PhD, FHL7

Duke Translational Medicine Institute
Phone: +1 919-668-2408
Email: william.hammond@duke.edu

Dianne Reeves, RN
National Cancer Institute
Phone: +1 240-276-5130
Email: reevesd@mail.nih.gov

Mitra Rocca
Food and Drug Administration
Phone: +1 301-796-2175
Email: mitra.rocca@fda.hhs.gov

Anita Walden
Duke Translational Medicine Institute
Phone: +1 919-668-8256
Email: anita.walden@duke.edu

CLINICAL QUALITY INFORMATION
Patricia Craig, MS, MIS

The Joint Commission
Phone: +1 630-792-5546
Email: pcraig@jointcommission.org

Floyd Eisenberg, MD
iParsimony LLC
Phone: +1 202-643-6350
Email: feisenberg@iparsimony.com

Christopher Millet
Lazy
Email: chris@thelazycompany.com

Kanwarpreet Sethi
Lantana Consulting Group
Phone: 802-785-2623
Email: kp.sethi@lantanagroup.com

Walter Suarez, MD, MPH
Kaiser Permanente
Phone: +1 301-801-3207
Email: walter.g.suarez@kp.org

CLINICAL STATEMENT 
Hans Buitendijk, MSc, FHL7

Cerner Corporation
Phone: +1 610-219-2087
Email: hans.buitendijk@cerner.com

Rik Smithies 
HL7 UK
Phone: +44 7720-290967
Email: rik@nprogram.co.uk         
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COMMUNITY BASED 
COLLABORATIVE CARE
Johnathan Coleman

Security Risk Solutions, Inc.
Phone: +1 843-442-9104
Email: jc@securityrs.com

Suzanne Gonzales-Webb
U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs
Phone: +1 619-972-9047
Email: suzanne.webb@engilitycorp.com

James Kretz
SAMHSA
Phone: +1 240-276-1755
Email: jim.kretz@samhsa.hhs.gov

CONFORMANCE & GUIDANCE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION/TESTING
Nathan Bunker

American Immunization 
Registry Association

Phone: +1 435-635-1532
Email: nbunker@immregistries.org

Frank Oemig, PhD, FHL7
HL7 Germany
Phone: +49 208-781194
Email: hl7@oemig.de

Ioana Singureanu, FHL7
Eversolve, LLC
Phone: +1 603-870-9739
Email: ioana.singureanu@gmail.com

Robert Snelick
National Institute of Standards 

& Technology
Phone: +1 301-975-5924
Email: robert.snelick@nist.gov

EDUCATION             
Fernando Campos

HL7 Argentina
Email: fernando.campos@

hospitalitaliano.org.ar
Diego Kaminker, FHL7

HL7 Argentina
Phone: +54 11-4781-2898
Email: diego.kaminker@kern-it.com.ar

Virginia Lorenzi, FHL7
New York-Presbyterian Hospital
Email: vlorenzi@nyp.org

Melissa Mendivil
Optum
Phone: +1 888-445-8745
Email: melissa.mendivil@optum.com

ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORDS
Michael Brody, DPM

ICS Software, Ltd.
Phone: +1 516-766-2129 
Email: mbrody@icssoftware.net

Gary Dickinson, FHL7
CentriHealth
Phone: +1 951-536-7010
Email: gary.dickinson@

ehr-standards.com
Reed Gelzer, MD, MPH

Provider Resources, Inc.
Phone: +1 203-506-5361
Email: r.gelzer@myfairpoint.net

Mark Janczewski, MD, MPH
Medical Networks, LLC
Phone: +1 703-994-7637
Email: mark.janczewski@verizon.net

John Ritter
Phone: +1 412-372-5783
Email: johnritter1@verizon.net

Diana Warner 
American Health Information 

Management Association
Phone: +1 312-233-1510
Email: diana.warner@ahima.org

ELECTRONIC SERVICES AND TOOLS
Jeff Brown

American Society of Clinical Oncology
Phone: +1 571-483-1752
Email: jeff.brown@asco.org

David Burgess
Laboratory Corporation of America
Phone: +1 615-221-1901
Email: burgesd@labcorp.com

Dennis Cheung
Canadian Institute for Health 

Information (CIHI)
Email: dcheung@cihi.ca

Andy Stechishin
HL7 Canada
Phone: +1 780-903-0885
Email: andy.stechishin@gmail.com

Michael Van der Zel, BSc
HL7 Netherlands
Phone: +31 503619876
Email: m.van.der.zel@umcg.nl

Nat Wong 
Equipoise International
Phone: +61 732522425
Email: chair@HL7.org.au

EMERGENCY CARE
Laura Heermann Langford, RN, PhD

Intermountain Healthcare
Phone: +1 801-507-9254
Email: laura.heermann@imail.org

James McClay, MD
University of Nebraska Medical Center
Phone: +1 402-559-3587
Email: jmcclay@unmc.edu

FHIR INFRASTRUCTURE
Grahame Grieve, FHL7

HL7 International; Health 
Intersections Pty Ltd

Phone: +61 3-98445796
Email: grahame@hl7.org; grahame@

healthintersections.com.au
Ewout Kramer

HL7 Netherlands
Email: e.kramer@furore.com

Josh Mandel, MD
Boston Children’s Hospital
Email: joshua.mandel@

childrens.harvard.edu
Lloyd McKenzie

Gevity (HL7 Canada)
Email: lloyd@lmckenzie.com
Financial management

Kathleen Connor
Edmond Scientific Company
Email: kathleen_connor@comcast.net

Beat Heggli
HL7 Switzerland
Phone: +41 44-297-5737
Email: beat.heggli@netcetera.ch

Paul Knapp
Knapp Consulting
Phone: +1 604-987-3313
Email: pknapp@pknapp.com

HEALTH CARE DEVICES
Todd Cooper

Healthcare Services Platform 
Consortium

Email: toddcooperafc@gmail.org
Chris Courville

Epic
Phone: +1 608-271-9000
Email: ccourvil@epic.com

John Garguilo
National Institute of Standards
Email: john.garguilo@nist.gov

John Rhoads, PhD
Philips Healthcare
Phone: +1 978-659-3024
Email: john.rhoads@philips.com

HL7 Work Group Co-Chairs (Continued)
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HEALTHCARE STANDARDS 
INTEGRATION WORK GROUP
Todd Cooper

Healthcare Services Platform 
Consortium

Email: toddcooperafc@gmail.org
John Donnelly, MS, MBA 

IntePro Solutions Inc.
Phone: +1 732-943-7391
Email: jtdonnelly@intepro.biz

Laura Heermann Langford, RN, PhD
Intermountain Healthcare
Phone: +1 801-507-9254
Email: laura.heermann@imail.org

IMAGING INTEGRATION
Brad Genereaux

HL7 Germany
Phone: +49 700-7777-6767
Email: brad.genereaux@agfa.com

Elliot Silver, MSc
McKesson Corporation
Phone: +1 604-279-5422 x2686
Email: elliot.silver@mckesson.com

IMPLEMENTABLE TECHNOLOGY 
SPECIFICATIONS
Paul Knapp

Knapp Consulting Inc.
Phone: +1 604-987-3313
Email: pknapp@pknapp.com

Dale Nelson, FHL7
Accenture
Phone: +1 916-367-1458
Email: dale.m.nelson@accenture

Andy Stechishin
HL7 Canada
Phone: +1 780-903-0885
Email: andy.stechishin@gmail.com

INFRASTRUCTURE & MESSAGING 
Anthony Julian, FHL7

Mayo Clinic
Phone: +1 507-266-0958
Email: ajulian@mayo.edu

David Shaver, FHL7
Corepoint Health
Phone: +1 214-618-7000
Email: dave.shaver@

corepointhealth.com
Sandra Stuart

Kaiser Permanente
Phone: +1 925-519-5735
Email: sandra.stuart@kp.org

INTERNATIONAL 
COUNCIL                           
Diego Kaminker, FHL7

HL7 Argentina
Phone: +54 11-4781-2898
Email: diego.kaminker@kern-it.com.ar

Francisco Perez
HL7 Spain
Phone: +34 637208657
Email: fperezfernan@gmail.com

Melva Peters
HL7 Canada
Phone: +1 778-228-4839
Email: mpeters@gevityinc.com

INTERNATIONAL MENTORING 
COMMITTEE
Diego Kaminker, FHL7

HL7 Argentina
Phone: +54 11-4781-2898
Email: diego.kaminker@kern-it.com.ar

John Ritter
Phone: +1 412-372-5783
Email: johnritter1@verizon.net

LEARNING HEALTH SYSTEMS
Russell Leftwich, MD

InterSystems
Phone: +1 617-551-2111
Email: cmiotn@gmail.com

Mark Roche, MD, MSMI
Avanti iHealth
Email: mrochemd@gmail.com

MOBILE HEALTH
Nathan Botts, PhD, MSIS

Westat
Phone: +1 760-845-8356
Email: nathanbotts@westat.com

Gora Datta
CAL2CAL Corporation
Phone: +1 949-955-3443
Email: gora@cal2cal.com

Matthew Graham
Mayo Clinic
Phone: +1 507-284-3028
Email: mgraham@mayo.edu

Harry Rhodes
American Health Information 

Management Association
Phone: +1 312-233-1119
Email: harry.rhodes@ahima.org

MODELING AND METHODOLOGY
Jean Duteau

Duteau Design Inc.
Phone: +1 780-328-6395
Email: jean@duteaudesign.com

Grahame Grieve, FHL7
HL7 International; Health 

Intersections Pty Ltd
Phone: +61 3-98445796
Email: grahame@hl7.org; grahame@

healthintersections.com.au
Lloyd McKenzie

Gevity (HL7 Canada)
Email: lloyd@lmckenzie.com

AbdulMalik Shakir, FHL7
Hi3 Solutions
Phone: +1 626-644-4491
Email: abdulmalik.shakir@

hi3solutions.com

ORDERS/OBSERVATIONS
Hans Buitendijk, MSc, FHL7

Cerner Corporation
Phone: +1 610-219-2087
Email: hans.buitendijk@cerner.com

Lorraine Constable
HL7 Canada
Phone: +1 780-951-4853
Email: lorraine@constable.ca

Robert Hausam, MD
Hausam Consulting, LLC
Phone: +1 801-949-1556
Email: rrhausam@gmail.com 

Patrick Loyd
Email: patrick.e.loyd@gmail.com

Ken McCaslin, MAR, FHL7
Accenture
Phone: +1 703-457-4729
Email: h.kenneth.mccaslin@

accenture.com
Ulrike Merrick

Vernetzt, LLC
Phone: +1 415-634-4131
Email: rikimerrick@gmail.com

ORGANIZATIONAL 
RELATIONS COMMITTEE
Scott Robertson, PharmD, FHL7

Kaiser Permanente
Phone: +1 310-200-0231
Email: scott.m.robertson@kp.org

OUTREACH COMMITTEE 
FOR CLINICAL RESEARCH 
Ed Helton, PhD

National Cancer Institute
Phone: +1 301-480-4290
Email: heltone2@mail.nih.gov
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PATIENT ADMINSTRATION
Alexander de Leon

Kaiser Permanente
Phone: +1 626-381-4141
Email: alexander.j.deleon@kp.org

Irma Jongeneel-de Haas, FHL7
HL7 Netherlands
Phone: +31 681153857
Email: jongeneel@vzvz.nl

Brian Postlethwaite, BaSc
HEALTH CONNEX
Email: brianpos@optushome.com.au

Line Saele
HL7 Norway
Phone: +47 9592-5357
Email: line.sele@nasjonalikt.no

PATIENT CARE 
Stephen Chu, MD

eHealth
Phone: +61-731704942
Email: chuscmi88@gmail.com 

Laura Heermann Langford, RN, PhD
Intermountain Healthcare
Phone: +1 801-507-9254
Email: laura.heermann@imail.org

Emma Jones
Allscripts
Phone: +1 919-859-8441
Email: emma.jones@allscripts.com

Jay Lyle
Ockham Information Services LLC
Phone: +1 404-217-2403
Email: jay@lyle.net

Michelle Miller
Cerner Corporation
Phone: +1 816-201-2010
Email: mmoseman@cerner.com

Michael Tan
NICTIZ
Phone: +31 7031-73450
Email: tan@nictiz.nl

PHARMACY
Marla Albitz, PMP

Wolters Kluwer Health
Email: marla.albitz@wolterskluwer.com

John Hatem
Email: jnhatem@hotmail.com

Melva Peters
HL7 Canada
Phone: +1 778-228-4839
Email: mpeters@gevityinc.com

Scott Robertson, PharmD, FHL7
Kaiser Permanente
Phone: +1 310-200-0231
Email: scott.m.robertson@kp.org

PROCESS IMPROVEMENT 
COMMITTEE
Liora Alschuler, FHL7

Lantana Consulting Group
Phone: +1 802-785-2623
Email: liora.alschuler@

lantanagroup.com
Sandra Stuart

Kaiser Permanente
Phone: +1 925-519-5735
Email: sandra.stuart@kp.org

PROJECT SERVICES
Rick Haddorff

Mayo Clinic
Phone: +1 978-296-1462
Email: haddorff.richard@mayo.edu

Freida Hall, FHL7
Quest Diagnostics, Inc.
Phone: +1 610-650-6794
Email: freida.x.hall@

questdiagnostics.com

PUBLIC HEALTH 
EMERGENCY RESPONSE
Erin Holt, MPH 

Tennessee Department of Health
Phone: +1 615-741-3702
Email: erin.holt@tn.gov

Joginder Madra
Madra Consulting Inc.
Phone: +1 780-717-4295
Email: hl7@madraconsulting.com

Craig Newman
Northrop Grumman
Phone: +1 608-345-3606
Email: csnewman88@gmail.com

Laura Rappleye
Altarum Institute
Email: laura.rappleye@altarum.org

John Roberts
Tennessee Department of Health
Phone: +1 615-741-3702
Email: john.a.roberts@tn.gov

PUBLISHING COMMITTEE
Jane Daus-V2

McKesson Corporation
Phone: +1 847-495-1289
Email: jane.daus@mckesson.com

Peter Gilbert-V2
Meridian Health Plan
Phone: +1 734-604-0255
Email: peter.gilbert@mhplan.com

Brian Pech, MD, MBA-V2
Kaiser Permanente
Phone: +1 678-245-1762
Email: brian.pech@kp.org

Andy Stechishin-V3 
HL7 Canada
Phone: +1 780-903-0885
Email: andy.stechishin@gmail.com

REGULATED CLINICAL RESEARCH 
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
Ed Helton, PhD

National Cancer Institute
Phone: +1 301-480-4290
Email: heltone2@mail.nih.gov

John Kiser, MS, BS
Phone: +1 847-937-3725
Email: john.kiser@abbvie.com

Vada Perkins
Food and Drug Administration
Phone: +1 301-827-7784
Email: vada.perkins@fda.hhs.gov

SECURITY 
Kathleen Connor

Edmond Scientific Company
Email: kathleen_connor@comcast.net

Alexander Mense
HL7 Austria
Phone: +43 01-1-333-40-77-232
Email: alexander.mense@hl7.at

John Moehrke
Email: johnmoehrke@gmail.com

Patricia Williams, PhD, MSc
Edith Cowan University, Perth, Australia
Phone: +61 863045039
Email: trish.williams@ecu.edu.au

SERVICES ORIENTED 
ARCHITECTURE
Stefano Lotti 

HL7 Italy
Phone: +39 06-421-60685
Email: slotti@invitalia.it

Vince McCauley, MBBS, PhD
Emerging Systems Telstra Health
Phone: +61 298-186493
Email: vincem@bigpond.com.au

Diana Proud-Madruga
U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs
Phone: +1 727-519-4607
Email: diana.proud-madruga@va.gov

Ken Rubin
University of Utah Health Care
Phone: +1 810-587-6092
Email: ken.rubin@utah.edu

HL7 Work Group Co-Chairs (Continued)
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STANDARDS GOVERNANCE BOARD
Calvin Beebe, FHL7

Mayo Clinic
Phone: +1 507-284-3827
Email: cbeebe@mayo.edu

Paul Knapp 
Knapp Consulting Inc.
Phone: +1 604-987-3313
Email: pknapp@pknapp.com

STRUCTURED DOCUMENTS
Calvin Beebe, FHL7

Mayo Clinic
Phone: +1 507-284-3827
Email: cbeebe@mayo.edu

Gay Dolin, MSN RN
Intelligent Medical Objects (IMO)
Phone: +1 847-613-6645
Email: gdolin@imo-online.com

Rick Geimer
Lantana Consulting Group
Phone: +1 650-209-4839
Email: rick.geimer@lantanagroup.com

Austin Kreisler, FHL7
Leidos, Inc.
Phone: +1 706-525-1181
Email: austin.j.kreisler@leidos.com

Brett Marquard
River Rock Associates
Email: brett@riverrockassociates.com

Mark Roche, MD, MSMI
Avanti iHealth
Email: mrochemd@gmail.com

TEMPLATES
Kai Heitmann, MD, FHL7 

HL7 Germany
Phone: +49 172-2660814
Email: hl7@kheitmann.de

John Roberts
Tennessee Department of Health
Phone: +1 615-741-3702
Email: john.a.roberts@tn.gov

Mark Shafarman, FHL7
Shafarman Consulting
Phone: +1 510-593-3483
Email: mark.shafarman@earthlink.net

VOCABULARY
Jim Case, MS, DVM, PhD, FHL7

National Library of Medicine
Phone: +1 301-412-9287
Email: james.case@mail.nih.gov

Heather Grain
eHealth Education
Phone: +61 3-956-99443
Email: heather@lginformatics.com 

Russell Hamm
IMO
Phone: +1 507-271-0227
Email: russellhamm@gmail.com

Robert Hausam, MD
Hausam Consulting, LLC
Phone: +1 801-949-1556
Email: rrhausam@gmail.com

William Ted Klein, FHL7
Klein Consulting Informatics LLC
Phone: +1 307-883-9739
Email: kci@tklein.com

Robert McClure, MD
MD Partners, Inc.
Phone: +1 303-926-6771
Email: mcclure@mdpartners.com

Upcoming International Events

September 17-23, 2016

HL7 30th Annual Plenary & 
Working Group Meeting

www.HL7.org/events/
wgm092016

Baltimore, Maryland

October 25-26, 2016

eHealth Forum 2016

www.ehealthforum.org

Athens, Greece

October 26-28, 2016

eCardiology eHealth

www.e-cardiohealth.com

Berlin, Germany

November 15-16, 2016

EHiN-FH 2016

www.ehin.no

Oslo, Norway

December 11-14, 2016

Connected Health 
Conference

www.pchaconference.org/

Washington, DC

January 14-20, 2017

HL7 January Working 
Group Meeting

www.HL7.org

San Antonio, Texas

February 19-23, 2017

HIMSS17

www.himssconference.org

Orlando, Florida

February 21-23, 2017

HEALTHINF 2017

www.healthinf.biostec.org

Porto, Portugal

May 6-12, 2017

HL7 May Working Group 
Meeting

www.HL7.org

Madrid, Spain

May 22-24, 2017

Medical Informatics World 
Conference 2017

www.medicalinformaticsworld.com

Boston, 
Massachusetts
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MODELING AND METHODOLOGY 
FACILITATORS

Charlie Bishop
HL7 UK
Clinical Statement
Phone: +44 7989-705-395
Email: hl7@bishops-online.net

Kathleen Connor
Edmond Scientific Company
Financial Management
Email: kathleen_connor@comcast.net

Kevin Coonan, MD
Emergency Care
Email: kevin.coonan@gmail.com

Jean Duteau  
Duteau Design Inc.
Patient Care; Pharmacy
Phone: +1 780-328-6395
Email: jean@duteaudesign.com

Hugh Glover 
HL7 UK
Medication 
Phone: +44 0-7889-407-113
Email: hugh_glover@

bluewaveinformatics.co.uk
Grahame Grieve, FHL7 

HL7 International; Health 
Intersections Pty Ltd

Infrastructure & Messaging 
Phone: +1 61-3-9844-5796 
Email: grahame@hl7.org; grahame@

healthintersections.com.au
Alexander Henket

HL7 Netherlands
Patient Administration
Email: henket@nictiz.nl

William “Ted” Klein, FHL7
Klein Consulting Informatics LLC  
Vocabulary 
Phone: +1 307-883-9739
Email: kci@tklein.com

Austin Kreisler, FHL7 
Leidos, Inc.
Structured Documents 
Phone: +1 706-525-1181
Email: austin.j.kreisler@leidos.com

Patrick Loyd
Orders & Observations 
Email: patrick.e.loyd@gmail.com

Joginder Madra
Madra Consulting Inc.
Immunization, PHER
Phone: +1 780-717-4295
Email: hl7@madraconsulting.com

Dale Nelson, FHL7
Accenture
Implementable Technology Specifications
Phone: +1 916-367-1458
Email: dale.m.nelson@accenture.com

Lloyd McKenzie
HL7 Canada
Facilitator-at-Large
Email: lloyd@lmckenzie.com

Craig Parker, MD
Intermountain Healthcare
Clinical Decision Support 
Phone: +1 801-891-6124
Email: craigparkermd@gmail.com

Amnon Shabo, PhD
Philips Healthcare
Clinical Genomics
Email: amnon.shvo@gmail.com

AbdulMalik Shakir Sr., FHL7
Hi3 Solutions
Clinical Interoperability Council; 

Modeling & Methodology 
Phone: +1 626-644-4491
Email: abdulmalik.shakir@

hi3solutions.com
Ioana Singureanu, FHL7

Eversolve, LLC
CBCC; Health Care Devices
Phone: +1 603-870-9739
Email: ioana.singureanu@gmail.com

Corey Spears
Infor
Electronic Health Records
Phone: +1 651-767-7000
Email: corey.spears@infor.com

D. Mead Walker, FHL7
Mead Walker Consulting
RCRIM
Phone: +1 610-518-6259
Email: dmead@comcast.net

Publishing Facilitators
Becky Angeles
ESAC Inc.
RCRIM
Email: rebecca.angeles@esacinc.com

Douglas Baird 
Boston Scientific Corporation
Templates 
Phone: +1 651-582-3241
Email: douglas.baird@guidant.com

Lorraine Constable
HL7 Canada
Orders & Observations
Phone: +1 780-951-4853
Email: lorraine@constable.ca

Mike Davis
US Department of Veterans Affairs
Security 
Phone: +1 760-632-0294
Email: mike.davis@va.gov

Jean Duteau  
Duteau Design Inc.
PHER
Phone: +1 780-328-6395
Email: jean@duteaudesign.com

Isobel Frean
Bupa Group
Clinical Statement
Phone: +44 207-656-2146
Email: isobelfrean@btinternet.com

Peter Gilbert
Meridian Health Plan
Structured Documents
Phone: +1 734-604-0255
Email: peter.gilbert@mhplan.com

Robert Hallowell
Cerner Corporation
Medication; Pharmacy
Phone: +1 610-219-5612
Email: robert.hallowell@cerner.com

Alexander Henket
HL7 Netherlands
Patient Administration
Email: henket@nictiz.nl

Anthony Julian, FHL7 
Mayo Clinic 
Infrastructure & Messaging 
Phone: +1 507-266-0958 
Email: ajulian@mayo.edu

Margaret (Peggy) Leizear
Food and Drug Administration
RCRIM
Phone: +1 301-796-8495
Email: peggy.leizear@fda.hhs.gov

Mary Kay McDaniel
Cognosante, LLC
Financial Management
Email: marykay.mcdaniel@

cognosante.com
Dale Nelson, FHL7

Accenture
CMET; Implementable 

Technology Specifications
Phone: +1 916-367-1458
Email: dale.m.nelson@accenture.com

HL7 Facilitators
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Frank Oemig, PhD, FHL7 
HL7 Germany 
German Realm
Phone: +49 208-781194 
Email: hl7@oemig.de

Craig Parker, MD
Intermountain Healthcare
Clinical Decision Support 
Phone: +1 801-891-6124
Email: craigparkermd@gmail.com

John Ritter
Electronic Health Records
Phone: +1 412-372-5783
Email: johnritter1@verizon.net

Ioana Singureanu, FHL7
Eversolve, LLC
CBCC
Phone: +1 603-870-9739
Email: ioana.singureanu@gmail.com

Margarita Sordo
Partners HealthCare System, Inc.
Gello
Phone: +1 781-416-8479
Email: msordo@partners.org

Anita Walden
Duke Translational Medicine Institute
Clinical Interoperability Council
Phone: +1 919-668-8256
Email: anita.walden@duke.edu

Grant Wood
Intermountain Healthcare
Clinical Genomics
Phone: +1 801-408-8153
Email: grant.wood@imail.org

VOCABULARY FACILITATORS
Paul Biondich, MD

IU School of Medicine
Child Health
Phone: +1 317-278-3466
Email: mollewis@iupui.edu

Kathleen Connor
Edmond Scientific Company
Financial Management, Security
Email: kathleen_connor@comcast.net

Kevin Coonan, MD
Emergency Care
Email: kevin.coonan@gmail.com

Guilherme Del Fiol, MD, PhD
University of Utah Health Care
Clinical Decision Support
Phone: +1 801-213-4129
Email: guilherme.delfiol@utah.edu

Christof Gessner
HL7 Germany
Health Care Devices
Phone: +49 172-3994033
Email: christof.gessner@gematik.de

W. Edward Hammond, PhD, FHL7
Duke Transitional Medicine Institute
Templates 
Phone: +1 919-668-2408
Email: william.hammond@duke.edu

Monica Harry
HL7 Canada
PHER
Email : monicah1533@gmail.com

Robert Hausam, MD
Hausam Consulting LLC
Orders & Observations; 

Structured Documents
Phone: +1 801-949-1556
Email: rrhausam@gmail.com

Joyce Hernandez
Clinical Genomics
Email: joyce.hernandez_0029@

yahoo.com
Wendy Huang

Canada Health Infoway
Patient Administration
Phone: +1 416-595-3449
Email: whuang@infoway-inforoute.ca

Julie James
Blue Wave Informatics
Medication; Pharmacy; RCRIM 
Email: julie_james@

bluewaveinformatics.co.uk
William “Ted” Klein, FHL7

Klein Consulting Informatics LLC 
Modeling & Methodology 
Phone: +1 307-883-9739
Email: kci@tklein.com

Susan Matney
Intermountain Healthcare
Patient Care
Phone: +1 801-507-2518
Email: susan.matney@imail.org

Robert McClure, MD
MD Partners, Inc.
CBCC
Phone: +1 303-926-6771
Email: rmcclure@mdpartners.com

Sarah Ryan
Ockham Information Services
Clinical Interoperability Council
Email: ryansaraha1@earthlink.net

Harold Solbrig
Mayo Clinic
Modeling & Methodology 
Email: solbrig.harold@mayo.edu

Harry Solomon
GE Healthcare 
Imaging Integration 
Phone: +1 847-277-5096
Email: harry.solomon@med.ge.com

Sandra Stuart 
Kaiser Permanente
Infrastructure & Messaging 
Phone: +1 925-519-5735
Email: sandra.stuart@kp.org

Pat Van Dyke, RN
Delta Dental Plans Association
Electronic Health Records
Phone: +1 503-780-7414
Email: patricia.vandyke2@gmail.com
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HL7 ARGENTINA
Fernando Campos  

Phone: +54 11-4781-2898 
Email: fernando.campos@
hospitalitaliano.org.ar

HL7 AUSTRALIA
Nat Wong  

Phone: +61 732522425
 Email: chair@HL7.org.au

HL7 AUSTRIA
Stefan Sabutsch  

Phone: +43 664-3132505 
Email: standards@sabutsch.at

HL7 BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA
Samir Dedovic  

Phone:  BIH +387 0-33-721-911 
Email: Samir.Dedovic@
medit.ba

HL7 BRAZIL
Marivan Abrahao MD  

Phone: +55 11-5573-9580 
Email: marivan@mac.com

HL7 CANADA
Melva Peters  

Phone: +1 778-228-4839 
Email: mpeters@gevityinc.com

HL7 CHINA
Professor Baoluo Li  

Phone: +86 010-65815129 
Email: liblpumch@gmail.com

HL7 CROATIA
Miroslav Koncar  

Phone: +385 99-321-2253 
Email: chair@HL7.hr

HL7 CZECH REPUBLIC
Libor Seidl  

Phone: +420 605740492 
Email: seidl@HL7cr.eu

HL7 DENMARK
Lene Nielsen 
Phone: +45 39966101
Email: ln@ds.dk

HL7 FINLAND
Juha Mykkanen, PhD
Phone: +358 403552824
Email: juha.mykkanen@thl.fi

HL7 FRANCE
Francois Macary   

Phone: +33 786-160-591 
Email: francois.
macary@phast.fr

HL7 GERMANY
Sylvia Thun, MD, PhD  

Phone: +49 221-4724-344 
Email: chair@HL7.de

HL7 GREECE
Alexander Berler  

Phone: +30 2111001691 
Email: a.berler@
gnomon.com.gr

HL7 HONG KONG
Chun-Por Wong 
Phone: +852 3488-3762
Email: chair@HL7.org.hk

HL7 INDIA
Chandil Gunashekara 

MBBS,MHA 
Email: chairman@HL7india.org 

HL7 ITALY
Giorgio Cangioli   

Phone: +39 06-42160685
Email: giorgio.cangioli@

gmail.com

HL7 JAPAN
Michio Kimura, MD, PhD  

Phone: +81 53-435-2770 
Email: kimura@
mi.hama-med.ac.jp

HL7 KOREA
Byoung-Kee Yi, PhD  

Phone: +82 234101944 
Email: byoungkeeyi@gmail.com

HL7 NETHERLANDS
Bert Kabbes  

Phone: +31 653485366 
Email: kabbes@wxs.nl

HL7 NEW ZEALAND
David Hay, MD  

Phone: +64 9-638-9286 
Email: david.hay25@gmail.com

HL7 NORWAY
Line Saele  

Phone: +47 9592-5357 
Email: line.sele@nasjonalikt.no

HL7 PHILIPPINES
Michael Hussin Muin, MD  

Phone: +63 928-554-3435  
Email: mikemuin@gmail.com

HL7 SERBIA
Filip Toskovic  

Phone: +381 65-2515188 
Email: filip.toskovic@
lastbajt.com

HL7 SINGAPORE
Adam Chee
Email: hl7@binaryhealthcare.com

HL7 SPAIN
Francisco Perez  

Phone: +34 637208657 
Email: fperezfernan@
gmail.com

HL7 SWEDEN
Mikael Wintell  

Phone: +46 736-254831 
Email: mikael.wintell@
vgregion.se

HL7 SWITZERLAND
Marco Demarmels MD, MBA  

Phone: +41 712791189 
Email: HL7@lakegriffin.ch

HL7 TAIWAN
Yu-Ting Yeh  

Phone: +886 2-2552-6990 
Email: yuting@tmu.edu.tw

HL7 UK
Philip Scott, PhD  

Phone: +44 8700-112-866 
Email: chair@HL7.org.uk

HL7 URUGUAY
Julio Leivas, MD  

Phone: +598 095229291 
Email: jleivas@adinet.com.uy

Affiliate Contacts

http://www.hl7.org/about/GlobalMembershipDirectory/global_directory_detail.cfm?unique_id=30027&affiliate_code=HL7INT
mailto:fernando.campos@hospitalitaliano.org.ar
mailto:fernando.campos@hospitalitaliano.org.ar
http://www.hl7.org/about/GlobalMembershipDirectory/global_directory_detail.cfm?unique_id=33320&affiliate_code=HL7INT
http://www.hl7.org/about/GlobalMembershipDirectory/global_directory_detail.cfm?unique_id=12951&affiliate_code=HL7INT
mailto:standards@sabutsch.at
http://www.hl7.org/about/GlobalMembershipDirectory/global_directory_detail.cfm?unique_id=11947&affiliate_code=HL7INT
http://www.hl7.org/about/GlobalMembershipDirectory/global_directory_detail.cfm?unique_id=11947&affiliate_code=HL7INT
mailto:marivan@mac.com
http://www.hl7.org/about/GlobalMembershipDirectory/global_directory_detail.cfm?unique_id=14002&affiliate_code=HL7INT
http://www.hl7.org/about/GlobalMembershipDirectory/global_directory_detail.cfm?unique_id=41085&affiliate_code=HL7INT
mailto:liblpumch@gmail.com
http://www.hl7.org/about/GlobalMembershipDirectory/global_directory_detail.cfm?unique_id=40071&affiliate_code=HL7INT
http://www.hl7.org/about/GlobalMembershipDirectory/global_directory_detail.cfm?unique_id=12511&affiliate_code=HL7INT
mailto:seidl@hl7cr.eu
http://www.hl7.org/about/GlobalMembershipDirectory/global_directory_detail.cfm?unique_id=33236&affiliate_code=HL7INT
http://www.hl7.org/about/GlobalMembershipDirectory/global_directory_detail.cfm?unique_id=14329&affiliate_code=HL7INT
http://www.hl7.org/about/GlobalMembershipDirectory/global_directory_detail.cfm?unique_id=15485&affiliate_code=HL7INT
http://www.hl7.org/about/GlobalMembershipDirectory/global_directory_detail.cfm?unique_id=38374&affiliate_code=HL7INT
mailto:a.berler@gnomon.com.gr
mailto:a.berler@gnomon.com.gr
http://www.hl7.org/about/GlobalMembershipDirectory/global_directory_detail.cfm?unique_id=45179&affiliate_code=HL7INT
http://www.hl7.org/about/GlobalMembershipDirectory/global_directory_detail.cfm?unique_id=13591&affiliate_code=HL7INT
http://www.hl7.org/about/GlobalMembershipDirectory/global_directory_detail.cfm?unique_id=12096&affiliate_code=HL7INT
mailto:kimura@mi.hama-med.ac.jp
mailto:kimura@mi.hama-med.ac.jp
http://www.hl7.org/about/GlobalMembershipDirectory/global_directory_detail.cfm?unique_id=33453&affiliate_code=HL7INT
mailto:byoungkeeyi@gmail.com
http://www.hl7.org/about/GlobalMembershipDirectory/global_directory_detail.cfm?unique_id=10791&affiliate_code=HL7INT
http://www.hl7.org/about/GlobalMembershipDirectory/global_directory_detail.cfm?unique_id=12487&affiliate_code=HL7INT
mailto:david.hay25@gmail.com
http://www.hl7.org/about/GlobalMembershipDirectory/global_directory_detail.cfm?unique_id=30086&affiliate_code=HL7INT
http://www.hl7.org/about/GlobalMembershipDirectory/global_directory_detail.cfm?unique_id=36089&affiliate_code=HL7INT
mailto:mikemuin@gmail.com
http://www.hl7.org/about/GlobalMembershipDirectory/global_directory_detail.cfm?unique_id=38718&affiliate_code=HL7INT
http://www.hl7.org/about/GlobalMembershipDirectory/global_directory_detail.cfm?unique_id=16044&affiliate_code=HL7INT
mailto:fperezfernan@gmail.com
mailto:fperezfernan@gmail.com
http://www.hl7.org/about/GlobalMembershipDirectory/global_directory_detail.cfm?unique_id=38207&affiliate_code=HL7INT
mailto:mikael.wintell@vgregion.se
mailto:mikael.wintell@vgregion.se
http://www.hl7.org/about/GlobalMembershipDirectory/global_directory_detail.cfm?unique_id=41943&affiliate_code=HL7INT
mailto:HL7@lakegriffin.ch
http://www.hl7.org/about/GlobalMembershipDirectory/global_directory_detail.cfm?unique_id=14679&affiliate_code=HL7INT
http://www.hl7.org/about/GlobalMembershipDirectory/global_directory_detail.cfm?unique_id=11239&affiliate_code=HL7INT
mailto:chair@hl7.org.uk
http://www.hl7.org/about/GlobalMembershipDirectory/global_directory_detail.cfm?unique_id=58748&affiliate_code=HL7INT
mailto:jleivas@adinet.com.uy
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2016 HL7 Staff

Chief Executive Officer
Chief  

Technology Officer Executive Director
Associate 

Executive Director

Charles Jaffe MD PhD  
+1 858-720-8200 
cjaffe@HL7.org

Wayne Kubick 
+1 847-842-1846 

wkubick@HL7.org

Mark McDougall  
+1 734-677-7777 x103 
markmcd@HL7.org

Karen Van Hentenryck  
+1 734-677-7777 x104 
karenvan@HL7.org

Director of Meetings Manager of Education Director of Education

Director of Global 
Partnerships 

and Policy
FHIR Product 

Director

Lillian Bigham  
+1 989-736-3703 
lillian@HL7.org

Mary Ann Boyle
+1 734-677-7777 x141 
maryann@HL7.org

Sharon Chaplock PhD  
+1 414-778-2167 

sharon@HL7.org

Ticia Gerber  
+1 202-486-5236 
tgerber@HL7.org

Grahame Grieve
+1 734-677-7777

grahame@HL7.org

Director, Project 
Management Office Director of Marketing

Director of 
Membership and 

Administrative Services
Director of Technical 

Services & Webmaster
Director of Technical 

Publications

Dave Hamill  
+1 734-677-7777 x142 

dhamill@HL7.org

Melanie Hilliard  
+1 734-677-7777 x101 

melanie@HL7.org

Linda Jenkins  
+1 734-677-7777 x170 

linda@HL7.org

David Johnson  
+1 734-677-7777 x125 

davidj@HL7.org

Lynn Laakso, MPA  
+1 906-361-5966 
lynn@HL7.org

Director of 
Information 
Technology Web Developer Accounting Manager

Director of 
Communications HL7 Project Manager

Kris Maleki
+1 734-677-7777 x118
kmalecki@HL7.org

Laura Mitter  
+1 740-963-9839 
laura@HL7.org

Renee Previch  
+1 734-677-7777 x106 

renee@HL7.org

Andrea Ribick  
+1 734-677-7777 x165 

andrea@HL7.org

Anne Wizauer  
+1 734-677-7777 x112 

anne@HL7.org

http://www.hl7.org/about/GlobalMembershipDirectory/global_directory_detail.cfm?unique_id=16889&affiliate_code=HL7INT
mailto:cjaffe@HL7.org
mailto:markmcd@HL7.org
mailto:karenvan@HL7.org
mailto:lbigham@HL7.org
mailto:Sharon@HL7.org
mailto:tgerber@HL7.org
http://www.hl7.org/about/GlobalMembershipDirectory/global_directory_detail.cfm?unique_id=15675&affiliate_code=HL7INT
http://www.hl7.org/about/GlobalMembershipDirectory/global_directory_detail.cfm?unique_id=15675&affiliate_code=HL7INT
mailto:dhamill@HL7.org
mailto:melanie@HL7.org
mailto:linda@HL7.org
mailto:tamara@HL7.org
mailto:lynn@HL7.org
mailto:laura@HL7.org
mailto:anne@HL7.org
mailto:andrea@HL7.org
mailto:anne@HL7.org
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2016 HL7 Board of Directors

BOARD CHAIR VICE-CHAIR
CHAIR EMERITUS & 
BOARD SECRETARY BOARD TREASURER TSC CHAIR

Patricia Van Dyke
Delta Dental Plans Association 
+1 503-780-7414 
patricia.vandyke@gmail.com

Stanley Huff, MD
Intermountain Healthcare 
+1 801-507-9111 
stan.huff@imail.org

W. Edward Hammond, PhD
Duke Translational Medicine 
Institute 
+1 919-668-2408 
william.hammond@duke.edu

Russell Leftwich, MD
InterSystems
+1 617-551-2111
cmiotn@gmail.com

Ken McCaslin, MAR
Accenture
+1 703-457-4729
H.Kenneth.McCaslin@
accenture.com

APPOINTED AFFILIATE DIRECTORS

Liz Johnson, MS, RN-BC
Tenet Healthcare
+1 4698932039
liz.johnson@tenethealth.com

Mary Ann Slack
Food and Drug Administration
+1 301-796-0603
maryann.slack@fda.hhs.gov

Jeremy Thorp
Health and Social Care 
Information Centre
+44 113-397-3145
jeremy.thorp@hscic.gov.uk

Beat Heggli
HL7 Switzerland
+41 44-297-5737
beat.heggli@netcetera.com

Frank Oemig, PhD
HL7 Germany  
+49 208-781194 
hl7@oemig.de

DIRECTORS-AT-LARGE

Keith Boone
GE Healthcare 
+1 617-640-7007 
keith.boone@ge.com

Hans Buitendijk, MSc
Cerner Corporation 
+1 610-219-2087 
hans.buitendijk@cerner.com

James Case, MS, DVM, PhD
National Library of Medicine 
+1 301-412-9287 
james.case@mail.nih.gov

Floyd Eisenberg, MD
iParsimony LLC
+1 202-643-6350
feisenberg@iparsimony.com

NON-VOTING MEMBERS

Charles Jaffe, MD, PhD
HL7 CEO 
+1 858-720-8200 
cjaffe@HL7.org

Wayne Kubick
HL7 CTO 
+1 847-842-1846
wkubick@HL7.org

John Quinn
HL7 CTO Emeritus 
+1 216-409-1330 
johnfquinn49@gmail.com

Mark McDougall
HL7 Executive Director 
+1 734-677-7777 x103 
markmcd@HL7.org
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The HL7 Education Portal is your gateway to training and educational materials.  In addition 
to serving as a repository of HL7 certification specialist preparation resources, the portal 
also includes archives of more than 50 live training and professional development webinars 
on a variety of topics, including: 

• HL7’s Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR®) standard
• Standards cited in federal legislation
• Skill building in HL7’s most popular standards
• Health IT policy issues

Members can also access the archive of Member Advantage Webinars that address timely 
topics such as the Argonaut Project, genomics and telehealth.

 Check it out online at bit.ly/HL7EdPortal 

Health Level Seven® International 
EDUCATION PORTAL

HL7’s Virtual Classroom Training is an affordable and convenient way to make customized 
training on HL7 standards available for your staff. Training sessions are presented virtually 
by expert instructors and practicing professionals in real-time using online tools to engage 
participants with class exercises and demonstrations.

The most popular Virtual Classroom Training available includes: 
• Introduction to HL7 Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR®)
• Introduction to Clinical Document Architecture (CDA®)
• Advanced CDA
• Introduction to HL7 Version 2 (V2)
• Preparation for Specialist Certification in V2, V3 or CDA

» Visit bit.ly/HL7VCT2016 for more information «

Virtual Classroom Training for Your Entire Team

FHIR-Institute_EdPortal.indd   2 2/10/2016   12:45:10 PM



Upcoming Working Group Meetings

September 29 -  
October 5, 2018

32nd Annual Plenary & 
Working Group Meeting

Hyatt Regency  
Baltimore Inner Harbor

Baltimore, Maryland

September 17-23, 2016

30th Annual Plenary & 
Working Group Meeting

Hyatt Regency  
Baltimore Inner Harbor

Baltimore, Maryland

September 9-15, 2017

31st Annual Plenary & 
Working Group Meeting

Hyatt Regency La Jolla at 
Aventine

San Diego, 
California

January 14-20, 2017

Working Group Meeting 

Hyatt Regency San Antonio on 
the Riverwalk

San Antonio, Texas

May 6-12, 2017

Working Group Meeting

Madrid Marriott Auditorium 
Hotel & Conference Center

Madrid, Spain

Find HL7 on 
Social Media!

Follow us on Twitter @HL7
http://twitter.com/HL7

http://www.facebook.com/HealthLevel7

Find us on Facebook Badge CMYK / .eps

Follow us on LinkedIn
https://www.linkedin.com/company/health-level-seven
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